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TH"E HOKUSEIDO 'PRESS 'iS 
SYNONYMOUS WIT"iI THE 
HOUSE OF ，GOOD BOOKS 
THE established reputation of the 
Hokuseido Press，-as the pub-
lishing .house of good Enf.!Ilsh 
books in J apan♂uarantees 
the quality of a1 the:r 
books， incl uding the 
printing and for-
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Good Books of 
Permanent Value! 
Handsomely .Bound,_ Beautifully Printed, 
and Moderately Priced, 
For Your Reading and for the 
Use of Your Classes. 
Here are the bool<:s of all sorts,-fiction, belles~Ietters, 
essays, speeches, literary criticisms, history, sciences~ phi-
losophy and sports,-· among which you can -pick up any 
items, and which you can buy without any regrets. 
The highest typographical accuracy, beautiful 
printing, artistic binding, excellent paper, and the 
most important of all, the moderate prices of the 
publications are always the features characteristic of the 
Hokuseido books. 
Being fully convinced that our publications are in every 
point as good as any British- or Arnerican-published bool<:s, 
and are offered at cheaper prices, we deem it the greatest 
pleasure to recommend our books to our English reading 















インゲリシ・ 9テラリー(濁乙):一一(北星堂の英語日常詰齢典〉 我々 ltこの書物



























" Girls' English Grammar " 
Yamazaki: English Grammar & Composition， An I.11. 16 
Mitsui: The. Meridian Readers I-V. 12 
Asop's Fables 17 
Robinson Crusoe 
Gullive工、 Travels
Stories from Don Quixote 
Stories from the Arabian Nights 
Pandora and Other Stories 
Easy Stories for Boys and Girls 
Water-Babies， The 
Cindellera and Other Stories 
By the Hearth and in the Field 
Cuore 
Fifty Famous Stories 
Twenty More Famous Stories 
Stories from English History 
Stories from Shakespeare 
Grimm's Fairy Tales 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
Biographical Stories 



















Union Fourth Reader 
Ethics for Y oung People 
Little Eng1ish Citizen 
Great Lives in History 
Outlines of English History 
• 曾 話












@注意=書名l:tA. B. C. mに列ぺ、 :tl主要名ら頭にしてあ
ります。 例へlr Selections from Thomas Hardyル Hardy
(Thomas)， Selections fromの如し。
-小説，随筆，紀行類・
American Short Stories 
目録頁
27 
An Attic Phi1osopher in Paris 
Best Novelettes of To-day 
British Short Stories 
Cal1 of the Wi1d， The 
Choice Novelettes 
Christmas Carol， A 
Cricket on the Hearth， The 
Contemporary Short Stories 
Confessions of an Opium Eater 
Conrad (Joseph)， Selections Irom 
De Profundis (獄中詑)
Eminent Authors， Select Pieces from 
English Country Calendar， The (改訂版)
English Prose 
English Mail-Coach， The 
Facts and Fiction 
Fi ve Short Stories 
Five Best Stories 
Francois Villon 
Galsworthy (John)， Selections from 























Great Modern Short Stories 
Half Hours with Modern Writers 
Happy Prince and Other Tales 
Hardy (Thomas)， Selections Irom 
Idle Thoughts of an Idle Fellow 
Jack London， Selections Irom 
Jonathan and his Continent 
Lawrence， and Other Contemporary Writers 
Life and Humanity 
Little Lord Fauntleroy 
London Chronicle， A 
Love of the Alps 
Lure of the Sea， The 
Malachi's Cove and Other Tales 
Mansfield (Katharine)， Selections 1切 g
Memoirs of SherloclζHolmes 
Miscellany of Typical Prose 
Model乱1:illionaireand Other Stories 
O. Henry: Best Short Stories 
Our Village 
Pavillion on the Links， The 
Peter Schlemihl， The Shadowless Man 
Poe (Edger Al1an)， Selections from 
Quentin Durward 
Rajah's Diamond， The 
Representative Short Stories 
Rip Van Winkle and Other Sketches 































Sexton's Hero and Other Tales 
Sleeping Fires 
Shakespeare， Tales from 
Silas Marner 
Son's Veto and Other Tales， The 
Story of a Bad Boy， The 
Tagore， (Rabindranath)， Selections fron~ 
Tales of Terror and Mystery 
Tchehov (Anton)， S'elections from 1. 1I. 
Their Best Detective Stories 
Their Best Short Stories 
Tom Brown's School Days 
Twelve Best Short Stories 
Twice Told Tales 
Three Men in a Boat 
Vicar of Wakefield， The 
Maugham ，Somerset) and Other British Writers 
Anderson (Sherwood) and Other American Writers 
。評 sdo a冊 各d-a冊 文 @
Amiel's Journal 
Arnold (Matthew)， Selections froln 
Baring (Maurice) Selected Lecture.s 01 
Citizen of the World， The 
Contemporary Essays 























Culture and Life 
Glimpses of the Modern English Critics 
Happiness in Life 
How to Get What Y ou Want 
Helps's Essays 
Higher Intel1igences 
How to Live on 24 Hours a Day 
Huxley (T. Henry)， Selected Essays 01 
Inge and Jacks， Select Essays 01 
Intellectual Life， The 
Literary Prose 
Literary Tastes 
Pater (Walter)， Selections Irom 
Pen， Pencil & Poison and Other Essays 
Representative Modern Essays 
Soul of Man， The 
Swinton's Studies in English Literature 
Thoreau (Henry DみEssays01 
Two Critical Essays 
U nto this Last and Poems 
Use of Life， The 
• 哲 串 科
Essence of Modern Idealism， The 
Epistemology and Ontology 
撃





























Science of Religion 
Scientific Readings "Biological" 
" "“Physical" 
Self-Reliance and Compensation 
Subjection of W omen， The 
On Liberty 
Utilitarianism 
Wisdom of Life， The 









• 慮。 • 
Contemporary One-Act Plays 
Five Short Plays 
Great Modern One-Aet Plays 
Little Masterpieces of Ten Great Dramatists 
Shakespeare， Extracts from 
Two Famous Plays of To-day 








-惇 言己 歴 史・
Chivalry and Sportsmanship 
Heroes and Hero-W orship 





Making of Man 
Martyrdom of Man， The 
Modern Masterpieces of Autobiography 
Representative Men 
Seven Great Men of To-day 
Two Eminent Victorians 











Democracy and Public Opinion 
Essays on Modern Problems 
English Constitution， The 
Moral Ideas and Social Life 
Readings in Economics 
Social Evolution 
Social Problems 
Views and Opinions on Modern Problems 








• 詩 • Comus and Lycidas 
English Poems 
English Verses 
Enoch Arden and Locksley HaU 







Introduction to English Poetry 
Little Gems of English Poetry 
Lyrical Poems of England 
Poems on Evening and Night 
@曾話 英作文・
Higher English Composition 1. 11. 
English Composition 
English Composition for Advanced Students 1. 11. 
Practical English Conversation (改訂版)




Character of Napoleon Bonaparte 
Country of the Blind and the Door in the Wal1， The 
Defendant， The 
Dickens (Charles)， Tales from 
English Renaissance of Art， The 




My Adventures in Londo n 
01alla 
Rikki-Tikki-Tavi and Red Dog 












Talk and Talk.ers 
Coming World Unity， The 
Twenty-six Men and a Girl 
Virginibus Puerisque 
Virtue and Other Stories 
Warrior's Soul， The 
Japan and乱1:anchuria
The Pole Star Library 
〈目録 51参照)
Outstation， The 
Tarn and Lois Drake， The 
John Dewey， Slected Essays from 
Three Tales from Hawthorne 
Waiting Supper， The 
Galsworthy， Se!ected Essays from 
Apple-Tree， The 
Alicia' s Diary 
Industry and Amenities of 2030 
Westminster Abbey and the Spectre Bridegroom 
Cotton Mill 
Talks on Medicine 
Scientific Adventures 
Three Strangers 
Can Science Control Life? 
Extracts from Good-Bye to Al1 That 
Favoured Farmers 
10 
Lafcadio Heαrn Series 
(目録 74-75.照〉
Life and Literature 
Stories and Sketches 
Lands and Seas 
Poets and Poems 
Japan and the Japanese 
Romance and Reason 
Facts and Fancies 






































"Delightful and Well-Graded" Readers: 
Should Do Much to Solve the Problems Facing 
Middle School Teachers of English 
Reviewed on THE OSAKA MAINICHI & THE TOKYO NICHI-NICHl 
English Edition, January 18th, 19$$ 
By Prof. A. F. Thomas, 
The Tokyo Bunrika-Daigaku and The Tokyo Gaikokugo-Gakko 
In the glutted n1arket of Middle School English Readers it is a 
delight to find a series that one can recommend with real enthusiasm. 
The faults of the average Middle School Readers are so well-
known that there is· no need to expatiate here. Often compiled by 
teachers lacking a complete understanding of the subject and the 
schools' need ; marketed as a potboiling enterprise in which the 
compilers do little but add their august names to the work done by 
underlings to whom it is farmed out; without grading and that 
necessary oral approach to the study of English it is surprising that 
many of them are able to pass muster with the Ministry's officials 
responsible for the 'kentei.' 
Professor Buhachiro Mitsui's "Meridian Readers" are happily 
different. 
On opening Book I the reader is favourably impressed from the 
first page by the beautiful large type so helpful and encouraging to 
beginners. Next by the apt and really artistic illustrations which 
in some Readers are grotesque. Then by the fact that quite early 
the young students are introduced to those elementary but practical 
things of everyday life which are all too often postponed in favour 
of more 'meaty' extract culled from advanced texts which produce 
chronic linguistic indigestion and an early surfeit among Middle 
School students of English. 
Professor Mitsui is to be congratulated on his clear understand-
ing of the necessity of teaching Middle School students to walk 
before they can run. It is an example to be followed. 
No student could fail to be interested from the first lesson of 
the first book. Then the author wisely introduces his readers from 
the beginning to the I.P.A. phonetic signs. Thus with a few pre-
liminary exercises given by their teachers they are able to solve 
quickly for themselves the major difficulties of pronunciation. 
13 
What, however, has perhaps never been so well achieved before 
is the provision of so wide a range of subjects. In Book I there 
are 79 lessons; Book II, 88; Book III, 71; Book IV, 65 and Book V, 
68. This is most praiseworthy. All teachers in Japan · know how 
their students are specially happy to complete the reading of a text 
at one sitting. This the Meridian readers make possible at each 
lesson. Some of the seemingly interminable texts found in other 
Readers are calculated to discourage the stoutest student's heart. 
It is for this reason that the teachers using Professor Mitsui's 
Readers will see their students reach Book V --a rare attainment in 
Middle Schools. It is to be hoped so, for Book V contains some 
really charming texts, quite up-to-date and certain to interest the 
most sophisticated students in their last year at the Middle Schools. 
It may even be said with fairness that such texts as those on ' the 
Great War ' (including War poetry); ' The League of Nations' ; and 
such-like subjects will serve as a healthy safety-valve for some of 
the Middle School dangerous thinking. 
It was particularly pleasing to see in Book V Captain Scott's 
farewell letter to Sir James Barrie. Such a letter is worth much 
more than many of the maudlin moral texts that still find their 
way into Middle School Readers and which are sickly enough to 
drive any healthy boy to despair or crime. In this question of 
moral texts Prof. Mitsui has exercised laudable restraint. It is 
obvious that he knows boys, has · been one, and what is still more 
important, remains one at heart. 
The series are therefore delightful and being well graded, if 
used widely and wisely by Middle School teachers, they should do 
much to solve the problems which face High School teachers of 
English too. 
The author claims in his preface that he compiled the Readers 
''with the object of making English teaching interesting as well as 
effective." He has unquestionably succeeded in his aim. Moreover, 
it is of course the only effective way to approach the subject of 
language-teaching anywhere. Through the medium of Professor 
Mitsui's Readers it seems impossible for any teacher not to be in-
terested and interesting. What more then need be said of these 
excellent Readers, except that the Hokuseido is the publisher that 
has affixed the seal of perfection to a work whose publication must 
be welcomed in that Japanese field of texts where to the writing 
of books "there is no end." 
14 






















































第二巻iこ入って， Complex Sentence， Compound Sentence 
の要素れる各種のClause私設き，その構成に必要な接続詞，関係
代名詞，閥係形容詞，関係副詞た論じ，ついで Tense，Mood， 


















In Words of One SylIable 
〈文部省検定済) 中皐二、三年程度
93頁定償 34銭法料四銭
ロぜνソν グルソー漂流言巳1 :少年の讃みLのさ Lて
非常に興味深いものであります。

































てあるものは一一 Pandora，Midas， Puss-in-Boots， 
J ack and the Beanstalk， Beauty and the Beぉt，Jack 
the Gi nt Killer， Dick Whittington a d His Cat， 
Tom Thumb， The Bear and the Troll等でありま'f。
“'可TTI"、"D~、" A BOOK FOR BOYS 、J、ノJ ..."...... By EDMOND DE AMICIS 











λFαiry ~ales forαLαnιaJabJ 
By Charles Kingsley 











EASY STORIES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
80頁定債 35銭送料 4銭
本書(1最近英図で出版されれ最も高評ゐる 9ーダ中よりn本の畢生に興
味わるものル選ぴ編築されれものである。内容は ThePied Piper， The 
Three Bears， Snow White and Rose Red， Potter's Gift， Little Red 
Riding Hood， The Brown Toad， Tom Thumb. 
CINDERELLA AND OTHER STORIES 
中毒さ三、女与さ校四年程度ぐ女部舎検定糠〉
123頁定償 48銭送料 4銭
内容は Cinderella，The Sleeping Beauty， The Fisherman and His Wife， 
An Odd Pair of Slippers， Beauty and the Beast， The Wonderful 
Pitcher， Golden Wings等の有名な訪であります。
19 




The What Cat; The Three Li ttle Pigs; On Birds; 
How Jim Went Fishing; The Three Bears; On 
Flowers; The Straw， The Coal， and the Bean; The Elves and the 






の十二穏や選んであります。 TheSleeping Beauty; 
One-Eye， Two-Eyes; and Three-Eyes; Hansel and 
Gretel; Cinderella; The Three Feathers; The Vallant Little Tailor; 
The Golden Goose; The Musicians of Bremen; Thumbling; The Blue 
Light; Hans in Luck; The Cleaver Grete1. 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
中皐酒、五年程度(文部省検定済〉
105頁定償 37銭怠料 4銭
The Daisy， The Ugly Ducking， Little Ida's Flowers， 
The Tinder Box， The Fir-Tree， The Constant Tin 









By NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE 
〈昭和J1周年十二月二十日文部省検定済〉
172頁定償 53銭浴料六銭






愛積されて居る L のであって、英詩た与さぶもの h 是非一皮t~読んでおか
ねばならねものであります。








T wenty More F amous Stories 
By James Baldwin 
中毒喜四年程度〈交部省検定務〉
160頁定償 52銭送料 6銭
Fifty Famous Storiesの著者 JamesBaldwinが少




and the F:g g，“Eureka !"， Galileo and the Lamps， Sir Isaac Newtton 
and the Apple， The First Printer， John Gutenberg and the Voices， 
James Watt and the TeaJ.ωttle， Dr. Johnson and His Fatht"r， Webster 
and the Woodchuck，“As Rich as Crasus" The Gordian Knot， King 
Richard and Blondel， The Fall of TroYi Penelope's Web， How Rome 
was F ounded，“Delenda est Carthago!" Hannibal， the Hero of Car-
thage， Crossing the Rubicon， The White. Headed Zal， Peter Klau3 
the Goatherd等である。
21 
Stories from Shakespeare 





HAMLET， THE TEMPEST， KING LEAR， THE TAMING OF THE 
SHREW， AS YOU LlKE IT， CYMBELINE， PELICLES， THE 
MERCHANT OF VENICE. 




十九世紀の初め頃 Charlesand Mary Lamb兄妹が沙翁劇の筋た{事


















Great Lives in History 
委藤高雲丹原建男先生編
昭和 8.9. 25文部省検定出願




CONTENTS : -Pericles， Alexander the Great， Julius Casar， 
Mahomet， Alfred the Great， Joan of Arc， Leonardo da Vinci， 
Christopher Columbus， William Shakespeare， Galileo， Sir Isaac 
Newton， Nelson， Napoleon， Abraham Lincoln， Florence Nightingale 
Bismarck， Edison， Pasteur， Pioneers of Flight， Marconi. 




檎入 170頁定債 56銭送料 6銭
英図虎の概観た最L興味本位lこやさしい英語で書き直L1: tので牧
むるものほ:一一
Early Beginnings， Roman Britain， Saxon Britain， Saxon and Danish 
England， The Norman Conquest， The House of Plantagen:et， The 
House of Lancaster， 1'he House of York， The House of Tudor， 
The House of Stuart， The Commonwealth. The House of 
Hanover， Social Conditions in the 19th Century， Queen Vic-









THE BRITISH ISLES 






















C. C. EVERETT'S 






宅~heLITLE ENGLISH CITIZEN 



























Boys and Girls 
(REVISED EDITION) 
Frank H. Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY 
OF COMMERCE， AND AT THE PEERS' SCHOOL. 
AUTHOR OF “THE ENGLISH COUNTRY CALENDAR" 





















HOKUSEIDO TEXT -BOOKS 
are SynonymoUs with Re-




It is a source of intense satisfaction to 
us that our English text-books have been 
always favourably received by you through 
these years, and we take this opportun_ity to 
express ou_r most heartfelt thanks for the 
encouragement and guidance given us by 
.you, which we · are sure have made the cor-
.nerstone of our business. As you all probably 
know, our years' efforts have invariably been 
directed to the production of reliable text-
J books with worthy contents meeting the 
demands of the day . and so shall be. 
We are delighted to tell you that we are. 
· receiving orde~s for our books even from 
abroad, a sure evidence of the recognition 
on their parf .of the w:orth of our books. 
It is our sincerest hope and desire that 
you would continue as hitherto to give us 










Thomas R. .G. Lyell 
LATE， OF KING'S COLLEGE， CAMBRIDGE， 
AND KING'S COLLEGE， LONDO込
FORMERLY， PRINCIPAL OP 



























American Short Stories 
Edited by Y. Nutsu 




Washington Irving (Th~ Spectre Bridegroom)， Nathaniel Hawthorne 
(The Ambitiou8 Guest)， Allan Poe (l'he Mαsque 01 the R~d Death)， (The 
Pit ond the Pendulum)， Francis R. Stockton (The Lady or ，h~ 
Tiger 1)， Bret Harte (The Luck of Roαring Cαmp)， (The OutCIωts 01 
Poker FIαt)， Henry James (Four Meetings)， O. Henry (The Cod and 
'he Anthem)， (Aρer Twenty }gears)， Jack London (The Leopard Man's 
SIory)， (To Kill a Mαn). 
An Attic Philosopher in Paris 
BY 
tde Souvestre 




SHERWOOD ANDERSON AND 
OTHER AMERICAN WRITERS 
Edited by S. UMEMOTO 
上製美本 162頁定債 85銭送料 8銭
米図最近の一流作家の物ぜる最も興味ある短篇ら集めt:もので軟む
るとこ hSherwood Anderson (1 Want ωKnow Why)， Jack London 
Uust Meat) ， Walter Gilkyson (Blue Sky) ， K. Bercovici ( Ghitza) ， 
Theodore Dreiser (Ernestitle)， Joseph 1-Iergesheimer (Love)， Edith 
Wharton (Atro.ρhy)等である。
27 
BRITISH SHORT STORIES 




本番 (1英園近代文豪の代表作為~1奨出 L 、各鴛の巻頭
にはそれぞれ作首の宵像とその偉詑ら添へ?こもの。
To Please I-lis Wife (ThomαS HIαrdy). Markheim (R. L. Stevenson). 
A Daughter of the Lodge (George Gissing). Without Benefit of 
Clergy (Rudyαrd Kipling¥ 1 Conde (Joseph Conrad). The I.ord of 
the Dynamos (H. G. Wells下. A Miller of Dee， Once More (John 
Galswo1・thy).The Letter and the Lie， The Tight Hand (Afnolcl Be/~nett). 
BES1"' NOVELETTES OF TO慣DAY
Edited with Notes by 
s. UMEMOTO 
上製定債 1闘 送料 8銭
Content8 :-..The Regeneration of Hilary Vance (H. A. 予九、lchellめ)，
'J he KiIlers (E. Henmi初nguωyαy)，
Skull (Lム.O. Flahe1γ.t旬y)，Th】eTale (C01ηlrad)λ， At Your Age (F. Scott 
Fiμtzgeraα l ばめ)， I'm a Fool (σS. A1ηlderson的1)，Monkey Nuts (D. H. La ω rence)， 
The Sculptor's Funeral (W.ζ:atter)， Bongo (Sinclαir LewI3)・
THE CALL OF THE WILD by Jack London 





る巻頭の PrefaceL London の appreciation1二
好参考ごなる。
CHOICE NOVELETTES 
Edited by S. Umemoto 
(高校一、二年穏漫)
上製 194頁定償 i回送料8銭
The Broken Boot (John Galsworthy). Bewitched 
(Edith Whαrton). Statement of Gabriel Foot， High. 
wayman (.4. Q.uiller Gouch). Bread (Joseph Her-
gesheimer). The Garden Party (Kαtherine Mαns-
field). The Return (Sherwood Ande.rsol). 1・he
Enemy in Ambush (Hugh lValpole). 
28 
A CHRISTMAS CAROL 
By Char I dS Dickens 
Edited， with Notes by S. UCHIDA 
上製 158頁定債 1図送料6銭
The Cricket on the Hearth 




Edited by S. UMEMOTO 
上製美本 177頁定債 1同誌料 8銭
A Mere Interlude (Thomas Hardy)， A Source of 
Irritation (Stacy Aumogier)， Through a -Window (H. 
G. WeUs)， The Umbrella (Arnold Bennett)， The Buil 









Lif8. W orks， General 
Charac色eristics.




THE PLEASURES OF 
OPIUM. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE 
PAINS OF OPIUM. 
THE PAINS OF OPIUM. 
上製美4三本女
156頁註ω頁定俣 1国 会料 8銭







Selections from J oseph Conrad 
上製美本 238頁定債 1周送料 8銭
The Informer， The Inn of the Two Witches， The Idiots， An Out. 
post.of Progress， The Warrior's Sou1. 
29 
De Profund.is By Oscar Wirde 






Select Pieces frorn Eminent Authors 
(高校一年程度〉
122頁定償 60銭送料6銭
Pathological， Kusa-Hibari (Lafcαdia Heam). The 
Last Class (A lphonse Dαudet). D~百erent Kinds of 
IIeroes (C. C. Everett)， Lucy， By the Sea， The 
Reaper (Williαm Wordsworth). The Nightingale 
(Hans C. Andersen). Devid Swan， The Vision of the Fountain (Nathaniel 
Haωthorne). The Little Brother-in-Charge (Florence Montgl仰nery• 
The Desert (Alexαnder W. Kinglαke). Break， Break， Break; T ears， 
Idle Tears; Cros-sing 1 he Bar (Alfred Tennyson). Sunday (George 
Gissing). A Night among the Pines (R. L. Stfvenson). 
THE ENGLISH COUNTRY 
CALEND AR-Revised Edziion 
By Frank I王.Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY 












The English Country Calendarと共にイギリスを
知らんとするものには訣くべからざる案内書! 英国の
鳳俗習慣を語って爾かく興味あるもの未だ他に無し。
A London Chronicle 
with Notes and Illustrations 
By Frank I査.Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
上製 350貰 定償}国五十銭 、送料十銭
Reviewed by the Japan Advertiser:ー
Having taken his students through an English 
year in a textbook published about a year ago， Mr. 
Lee now gives them a year in London. It is easy 
to see that the subject is again a congenial one. Even to write about 
Iρndon fils him， he says， with a sense of despair， so vast is the sub. 
ject， so rieh in memories， but beginning manfully at Tilbury Docks he 
gives his readers a thoroughly interesting review of the great city. The 
book is divided by the months of t}:e year， and though the method is 
less obviously right than when applied to English country life， Profes~or 
Lee ingeniously fi吋sreasons for being in London and enjoying it 
during all the months. January， as he says， isnot London's best 
month， but then it is the only rnonth in which one can go to the 
pantomi me. With such a geni&1 guide. I'lO wooder that his students 
caU for more. 
英語青年批評:ー著者は震に閑じ北星釦‘ら "TbeEngliah Country Cal_dd・を
出して回歯景吻の叙建仁特異φ才を以つ大ととを示したリー教授で，此の姉妹篇年こは筆を革~-C
j:.倫事責の行進曲を綴つtゐる. Prefaceは Londonの歴史と沿革である. 英人の倫叡愛から
醤い℃来1:.ローマ時代.，.クヅシ時代と次第tこ移つ℃現代tこ至る聞に.種々の作家の倫款.が
ちょ〈ちょ〈引いてある. 面白いがま芦少し四角張つ℃ゐるι思つ大ら.その後が Chronicle
の貨建で，一年十二ヶ月t二分けt倫款の繁昌三己となっ℃ゐる. ・Theforeigner， who visita 
London for the first time can 8carcely fail to have a feeling of bitter disappoint. 
ment when he arrives in tbe gteat metropolis about which. before鴎 tina'out oa 





世物巡りとなる・ そして子供ω底活ゆ己とになり.動吻圃， Wω，lwo此bo bazaarゃ Kerb.・eller の話t二移る. との尚二十六頁で息屯っかせ予仁議ませる面白きである. 二月は時折両
Parliamentのはなし.との終りに Houseo建坪錫何など為少し1欧字が出るが.そとは道交遺し
て~.あ之は開院式から議事走行.傍嬰席占修司境争なEの様子負苦手に取るや今.それから London
@江戸ヅ子 eockneyのおし.The Templeの衆歴.等々.それで五十三頁，三月比露の Wind







STORIES AND ESSA YS 
ぐ高校ー年程度〉
お8Z定慣60銭迭料6銭
Anonymous. -Lord Avebury. -N. Hawthorne.-C. 
c. Everett.-CQnan Doyle.-P. G. Hamerton. -W. 
rvlng.-O. S. Marden. -Charles Lamb.-J. K. Jorome. -Allan Poe. 
-Theodore Roosevelt等の傑f宇佐集め、論文さ随筆さら交伐に取入れ穴
埋想的な教科書であります。
The English Mai1-Coach 
By De Quincey 
ED.汀 'EDWITH NOTES By Y.. OTAGIRI 
上製美本約 166頁定債 1固法斜 8銭
Introduction : 
Critical Remarks: 
1. By George Saintsbury. 
11. By David Masson. 
The English Mail-Coach: 
Section 1-The Glory of Motion. 
Going Down with Victory. 
Section 11-The Vision of Sudden Death. 
Section 11 -Dream-Fugue. 
On the Knocking at the Gate in島宣acbeth.
From The Suspiria de Profundis: 
1. Levana and Our Ladies of Sorrow. 
2. Savannah-la-Mar. 
FACTS AND FICTION 
Edited by Y. NIITSU 
四六列上製美本 167頁定債 85錨怠料 8銭
M. A. Lamb， Gissing， J.K. Jerome， W. W. Collins， Bennett， H. G. 
Smith， Kipling， H. G. Wells， W. Le Queux， R. Crompton， S.South-
gate， St. J. Ervine等新奮の短篇小説と裏面真上の事賞談ら識者が倦怠
ぜざる・ゃう巧み‘iこ配列編纂しれもの。
FIVE SHORT STORIES 
By R. L. STEVENSON 
191買上製定償1闘送料6銭
(高校一、二年程度〉
Will O'The Mill. -The Bottle Imp. -The Isle of 
V oices.-The Walf vV oman. -Providence and the 
Guitar. 
82 
Five Best Stories 
上製美本定債 80銭送料 6銭
Eminent British Writers: Cyril McNeile， Sir Phi1ip Gibbs， 
Hugh ¥Valpole， H. A. Vachel1， W. S. Maugham. 
FRANCOIS VILLON 
By R. L. Stevenson 定債 50銭送料 4銭
Selections from John Galsworthy 
Compiled by Y. NIITSU 
上製
美本定債1国送料6銭
A Fisher of Men.-Courage.-Compensation.-A 
Parting..-The Neighbours. -Once More.-Justice. 




The Firebrand. -The Poet's Portmantea'J. - The 
Medicine Man.-Raw Material.-The Tout of Yar-
mouth Bridge. -A Charming Family. -Fate and 
the Apothecary. 
GREAT MODERN SHORT STORIES 
Edited by S. UMEMOTO 
上製美本先債 1関送料 8銭
CONTENTS: -A Red Coat for Night (Manuel Komroff)， ConfessioD 
(Algernon Blackwood)， The Wings of Adventure CPhilip Gibbs)， Half. 
Holiday (A/dous Huxley)，、 Footfalls(Wilber Daniel Steel)， Soames and 
the Flag (John Galsworthy)， Annie Laurie (Zona Galo)， Little Mar-
guerite (Robert Hichens). 
83 
HALF HOURS羽thMODERN WRIπRS 
(高校一年程度〉
130頁定償 60銭会料4銭
SamueI Smiles -Max O'Rell -Lord Avebury-
Jerome K. Jerome -O. S. Marden -Walter Em-
manuel-J. S. Blackie -E. Souvestre-Mary Russell 











The Happy Prince， The Selfish Giant， The Nightingale and the Rose， 
The Y oung King， The Star-Child. 
The Model Millionaire (高校一年程凌〕
and Other Stories 72頁定債 40銭送料4銭
The Model Millionaire， The Sphinx without a Secret， 
The Canterville Ghost. 
SEL，ECTIONS FROM THOMAS HARDY 
(T ALES AND POEMS) 
会。雲定債 1闘送料 8銭
!~e Me_lanc~~ly _Hu~a! of tte German Legion.-Alicia's Diary.-
What the Shepherd Saw.--An Imaginative Woman.-The' Son's 
Veto. -The Three Strangers. 
The Son ' s Veto and Other T ales 
By Thomas Hardy 
上製
150頁定償 60銭送料6銭
The Son's Veto.-For ConscIence Sake.-To Please 
His Wife..-Enter a Dragoon.-The Three Strangers. 
34 
Jerome K. Jerome 
THE IDLE THOUGHTS OF 
AN IDLE FELLOW 
BY JEROME K. JEHOME 
布製定償 50銭 送料 6銭
On Gelting on in the World， On being ldle， On being in Love， On 
Babies， On Eating and Drinking， On Dress and Deportmellt， On 
Memory. 
Three Men in a Boat 上製美本 160像頁定償 80銭送料 6銭
Selections from 
Jack London 
上製美本 179頁定債 90銭浴料 8銭
The Enemy uf a1 the World， the Faith of Meft， 
BA，tard， The Whale Tooth， The Heathen， The Great 
lnterrogation， The Man with the Gash， Where the 
Trail :Forks. 
Jonathan and His Continent 
By Max O'ReIl 
(高校一年程度)
162頁定償 60銭送料6銭
Max U'Rell 1擁畿で、本名は PaulBouetミ謂C具、
業め筆軽妙!こLて訊刺に富んたものである。
D. H. LA WRENCE 
AND OTHER CONTEMPORARY WRITERS 
Edited by H. NABARA 
上製美本定債 90銭送料 8銭
Contents :-Two Blue Birds (D. H. Lawrence)， You Touched Me f 丘 L.)， The B齢o吋 ngHouse関 ωeω8 -"抑仰仰例α伺叫)， Hω a州n吋dMinn凶i
Aloolωι瓜$Hu，似品χxleyωヲ， ・fheDoll's HOU3e (Katherine M.α:nsfield)， Mrs. Dal. 
loway (Virginia Wωlη， The Nature of the Evidence (Mag Sjnclair). 
8o 
LIFE AND HUMANITY 
四六抑J美本 132頁定債 60銭送料 6銭
Washington Trving， John Burroughs， N. Hawthorne， Thomas Moor， 
Hugh Miller， Anatole France， Lafcadio Hearn， P. B. Shelley， John 
Keats， G. Gissing， John Galsworthy， Walter de la Mare， Edgar 
Allan Poe. 
Little Lord Fauntlero.y 
By Frances Hodgson Burnett 






The Love of the Alps 
By John Addington Symonds 
最高級上製美本定債 60銭廷料6銭





世紀後半の異数としてあぐべき数鰭であらう。 TheLove of the Alps， 
The Alps in Winter， Winter Nights at Davos， Night in Venice. 
The Lure of the Sea 
Edited by K. Sudo 
聞大列美本定償 1周怠料 8銭
!John Masefield:.-Port of Many Ships， Sea Super-
stition， A Sailor's Yarn， From the Spanish， A Valediction， 
The Golden Ci ty of St. Mary， Trade Winds， Sea-fever， 
A Wanderer~s Song， The Tarry Buccaneer， Lyrics from 
・ The Buccaneer.' Joseph Conrad:-Youth. Clark Russell:-
The Mystery of the Ocean Star， Calms and Seas. Sam.uel CoI ..
ridge :-The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. 
36 
MALACHI'S COVE 
AND OTHER TALES 
By ANTI王ONYTROLLOPE 
Edited with Notes by 








Compiled， with a Preface 
By Raymond _Bantock B. A. 
上製
161頁定債 1困 、途料6銭
Preface:--KATHERINE. MANSFIELD who died fn 
1923 at the early age of 34. is the greatest Eng1ish w士iterof ・:ho抗 otories. She isωyet practically unknown in Japan. Her work has been 
I>_rofoundly inftuenced. by the art of Anton Tehehov. the great Russian author of ・bo此 stori伺._ She has applied to English life the倒 memethods of-'character 
drawing曲以heapplied to Russian Iife. N 0 writer has succeeded better than ・tein depicting the 8ubtleties of modern Eng1ish life and character. She i8 
~Qove a11 an exqui8iぬ artist.and her otories will become classic8 in Englioh 
Literature. 
SOMERSET MAUGHAM AND 
OTHER BRITISH WRITERS 
~dited by S. UMEMOTO 
四六列美本 153頁定債 85銭怠料 8銭
英図最近の名作家の物ぜる最も興味ある短第九p集めアこもの
CONTENTS:ー Jane (W. Somerset Maugham)， Dream (A rno/d 
Bennett)， Rachel in Search of Reality (Warwich.I'eeping)， The 
Portrait (Aldous Huxley)， Bill Parker's Legacy (Eden PhilPotお)，
The Charm Against Thirst (Lord Dunsany)， The Pictures， (May 
Sinclair). 
~he t1iCemoirs 0/ 
Sherlock Holmes 
By CONAN DOYLE 
上製 188頁 定債 80銭主主料 8銭
Silver Blaze.一The (、rooked Man.ー -The Naval 
Treaty.-一TheFinal Problem. 
A Miscellany of Typical Prose 
〈高校一年程皮)
128頁定債50銭怠料4銭
Thoreau， Chestert畑， Daudet， Helps， Galsworthy， 
Conrad， Belloc， Tolstoy， Bennett， Arnold， Gissing， 
Hamerton， H. G. Wells， Brett Hatte 等の伐表作ら
集めてある。
O. Henry: Best Short Stories 
WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES BY 
K. KUMANO， M.A. 
上製美本定償 1周送料 8銭
A Retrieved Reformation， Mammon and the Archer， The Last LeaF， 
A Lickpenny Lover， The Gift of the Magi， The Clarion Call， The 
Pendulum， Brickdust Row， According to their Lights， The Passing 








By Mary Russell Mi託tf，“ord 
Compiled， with Notes by T. Y AMAZAKI 
上製
228頁 定債 1.20銭送料 8銭
R. L. STEVENSON 
The Pavilion on the Links 
四六列j美本定債 50銭怠料 4銭
P eterSchlemihl， TheShadowless Man 
By Adelbert ChamIsso 
定債 60銭送料 6銭 Edited by K. HANAZONO 
38 
Selections from Edgar Allan Poe 
lThe Gold-Bug and Other Stories) 
138頁上製定慣 60銭送料6銭
The Gold-Bug. -A Descent into the Maelstrom.-
The Black Cat.--The Fall of the House of Usher.-
The Raven. 
Some Prominent Chapters in 
SIR WALTER SCOTT'S 。UENTINDURW ARD 
Edited with Notes 





THE RAJAH'S DIAMOND 
By R. L. Stevenson 先債 50銭法科 40
N~w Arabian Night中の最も傑出ぜるものなり。
REPRESENTATIVE SHORT STORIES 
Edited by R. TANABE 上製美本定償 80銭送料 6錫
CONTENTS :-The Lady， or the Tiger? (F. R. Stockton)， The Caldron of 
Oi1 (Wilkie Collins)， The Esquimau Maiden's Romance (Mark Twain)， 
An Unqergraduate's Aunt (F. Anstey)， The Chinago (Jack London)， 
Moti Guj・Mutineer CR. Eipling)， Squire Petrick's Lady (ThomtU 
Hardy)， Father and Son (Mark Butherforlめ.
WASHINGTON IRVING 
RIP V AN WINKLE AND 
OTHER SKETCHES 
Edited， with Notes by R. TANABE 
上製 201頁定債1国送料8銭
Rip Van Winkle.一一TheSpectre Bridegroom.ー-The Legend of 
Sleepy Hollow.一Legendof the Moor's Legacy.-一TheGovぽ nor
and the Notary.一-TheAdelantado of the Seven Cities. 
39 
Rosamund Gray and Selected P oems 
By Charles Lamb 
WITH NOTES BY 
E. V. LUCAS & EDW ARD DOWDEN 
上製美本定債 60銭怠料 6銭
Rosamund Gray. Poems :ー一-Hester，the 01d Familiar Faces， 
The Grandame， On an lnfant Dying as 500n as Born， Work， 
Written a Year after the Events. Written soon after the Preced. 
ing Poem. 
欝蕗器部酔凶・--
THE SEXTON'S HERO 
AND OTHER T ALES 
By EIizabeth Cleghorn GaskeU 
s'ith an Introductionαηd Note8 by 
四六河上製 A. STANTON WmTFIELD 
鈎銭建斜 8錫 B. Lit. Oxon.. E. R. Hist. Soc.. 
Mrs Gaskell was the earliest of the first-rate English women writers 
who became tellers of short stories. This singularity alone should make it 
worth while to examine her work in this field. ln her short stories 
and long short-stories (she wrote few novelettes) are inany details and 
delicacies of work that seem worthy of notice. ln the art of describing 
what she sets out to describe she certainly has， ather best， no superior， 
and she does this with a dispassion and aloofness which. are neither 
heart1ess nor cold. She has never become a cult and no fuss is made 
about her. We do nct fuss over our friends， and Mrs. Gaskell is a 
companionable author and as. such she will. always be loved. Quietly 
and unobtrusively she added her litle store of emotional insight to 
the patrimony of mankind. 
INTRODUCTION--THE SEXTON'S HERO-宇一TI{E SQUIRE'S STORY 
--THE MANCHESTER MARRIAGE--THE HAtF-BROTHERS. 
SLEEPrNG FIRES Bv GEORGE GISSING 
上製美本定債 80銭送料 6銭
本書l"t1895左手 Gissingが Epsom滞在中l二物しれものであって、彼
の“Eve'sRansom"， The Paying Guest"の二作と共に Gissingのlまが
らかなー商私物語るものである。
T ALES FROM SHAKESPEARE 
By Charles and Mary Lamb 
87頁三色口鎗入美本定債 EO銭怠料 4銭
Hamlet. Prlnee of Denmark.-Romeo and Juliet.-Tbe Merchant 01 Venlee 
@三鑑を放を，.
40 




宅':heStory of a Bad Boy 
By Thomas BaiJy AJdrich 
四六列美本約 180頁定償 80銭送料 6銭
Selections from 
nabindranath宅7Ggore
Vision and Other Stories 
EDITED BY H. Miki 
岡大剣上製定償 1園送料 8銭
Vision， In the Night， ihe Skeleton， The Post-
master， Paper Boats and Other Poems， Poems， 
Malini等の代表作ら集めれるもの.
Cf9ales of Cf9eror and 8v( ystery 
Edited . byY. Nitsu 
上製美本 111頁定債 70銭怠料 6銭
A Tales of Terror (Thomas Hooo)， The Caldron of 
Oil ，Wilkie ColIins)， Mateo Falcone (Prosper Merimee)， 
The Villa Jasmin (William Le Queux)， The Chauffeur 
and the Little Lady (William Le Queux). 
Selections from 
ANTON TCHEHOV 
Translated from the Russian 
By Constance Garnett 
VOL. I (155 pp.) 
“ ~he Bef!uar and 
一 OtherStor;e&" 
VOL.IIく178pp.) 
1I J'iCisery and Other Stories" 
Edited by Raymond Bantock (0玄on)
上製定債各々 1国送料各6銭
Their Best Detective Stories: 
An anthology 01 the best detective stories砂
the most topular living writers. 
Edited with Notes by O. UMET ANI 
上製美本〈一月出来〉
A Race for a Throne (William Le Queux)， The Thirteenth Card 
(E. P.のpenheim)，The Five of Swords (G. K. Chesterton)， Murder 
Without Motive (G. R. Malloch)， An Arabian Night in Park Lane 
(J. B. P;グル'stley)，A Matter of Tar (“Sapρer ")， Phi101nel Cattage 
(Agatha Christie). 
Their Best Short Stories: 
An Anthology 01 Short Stoγies 句 LαtestPopular Authors 
Edited with Notes by O. UMET ANI 
上製美本 162頁完備 90銭怨料 8銭
大職後の著名作家 R.Connell， H. Walpole， A. W. Wells， E. P. Op-
penheim， C~ T. Crowell，“Sapper"等最も新らしき興味あるもの。巻
末lこは最も要鎖ら得れる註た附してある。
Tom Brown's School Days 




T welve Best Short Stories 岱誌の
From Brl“sh and American Writers 
SELECTED BY K. KUMANO 
上製美本 213頁定債 1問主主料 8銭
嚢に後行Ltこものた夏日訂正改版し内容も最も興味あるものた選んで両
日ル一新Lたものである。
CONTENTS :-Lafcadio Hearn:‘Hi-mawari'， H. G. Wells: 'The 
Stolen Bacillus'， Frank R. Stockton:‘The Laの 01' the Tiger?'， 
Conan Doyle:‘The Pot 01 Caviare " N. Hawthorne:‘The Ambitious 
Guest'， John Galsworthy:‘Quality'， W. Irving:‘The Legend 01 the 
Enchanted Soldie〆， Joseph Conrad: 'The Lagoon'， O. 'Henry:‘Alter 
Twenty Years'， W.W. Jacobs:‘The Monkey's Paw'， Ralph D. Paine: 
‘The Freshman Full-Back'， Robert Louis Stevenson:‘The Sire de 




By Nathan.iel Hawthorne 
上製美本 133頁定贋 70銭送料 6銭
Sunday at Home， A Ril1 from the Town Pump， David Swan， Mr. 
Higginbotham's Catastrophe， The Vision of the Fountain， Fancy's 
Show Box， Dr. Heidegger's Experiment， The Sister Years， The 
Ambitious Guest， The Minister's Black Veil. 
Cihe 'Vicar of C{Q)akefield 
By Oliver Goldsmith 
上製美本 242頁定債 1周怠料 8銭












MA TTHEW ARNOLD 
上製
190頁定債1間選料8銭
The Function of Criticism at the Present Time.-The 
Study of Poetry. -Wordsworth. - Sweetness and 
Light.-The Celt and the Teuton.-Elnerson. 
THE CITIZEN OF THE WORLD 
BY OLIVER GOLDSMITH 
上製定侵 80銭 送料8銭
“The Citizen of the World " of Oliver Goldslnith (1728-
1774) consists of a series of letters supposcd to have been 
written by a Chinese gentleman just arrived in England 
to his friends in Pekin and other parts of the world. We 
can see how Goldsmith， with his easy sow of English， 
records his experiences in London and makes humorous 
observations on English Life. Y. 1. 









WilIiam Hazlitt， R. L. Stevenson， Walter Pater， 
Edith Sichel， George Santayana， Lafcadio Hearn， 





上製美本 144頁定債 80銭廷料 8銭
Aldous Iluxley: The Idea of Equality. 
Bertrand Russell: The Place of Science in a Liberal Education. 
H. G. WeIls: Delusions about Wor1d Peace; Democracy under 
Revision. 
John GaJsworthy: About Censorship; Platitudes Concerning 
Drama， Vague Thoughts on Art. 
Culture and Life 
上製
145瓦定債80銭送料6銭
Some Hints on Reading (James Bryce)， The Dedi-
cated Life (R. B. Hαldane)， The League of Nation 
(Edωαrd Gray')， The Universities and the War 
(Michael E. Sαdler)， The Social Value of the College-
Bred (Williαm James)， Educational Aims and Values 
(c. W. Eliot)， The Social Ideal in Education (G. E. Vincent)， The Care 
and Culture of Men (David S. Jordαn). 
Glimpses of Modern English Critics 
62頁定慣 50銭送料4銭
Matthew Arnold， Wa1ter Pater， Oscar Wilde， Arthur Symons等の
評論か集め1:英文撃研究者必讃の真書である。
HELPS'S ESSA YS (WITH NOTES) 
Written in the Interval of Business 
布製 108頁定償 50銭送料 4銭
Higher Intelligences 




WiIliam Hazlitt， Walter Pater， John Addington 
Symonds， Heloise， Pater-.A.belard等八牟の名文ら集
めれものである。
民知d:HAPPINESS IN LIFE 
上製美本定債 75銭怠料 8銭
What Maks People Unhappy ?-Byronie Unhappiness-Boredom and Excit--
ment -Fatigue -Erivy-Zest -A貧ection-W ork -Etfort and R制 ignation-Tbe
Happy Man. 
How to Live on 24 Hours a Day 
By Arnold Bennett 





How To Get What You Want 







SELECTED ESSAYS OF 
THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY 







Autobiography， On the Advisableness of Improving Natural Knowt-
edge， A Liberal Education; and Where to Find It， A Lobster， or. 
the Study of Zoology， On Descartes，“Discourse Touching the 
Method of Using One's Reason Rightly and of Seeking Scientific 
Truth，" On the Physical Basis of Life. 
46 
DEAN INGE: 
Select Essays of 
Dean Inge and Principal Jacks 
ADAPTED WITH NOTES BY 
T. AIDZU 
四六列上製美本 200頁定債 1周20銭滋料 8銭
The 80ul of England， Industrialism， Democracy. 
PRINCIPAL JACKS: 
From the Human End， The Tyranny of Mere Things， A Drifting 
Civilisation， On a Much-Neglected Virtue. 








Selections from Great Writers 
最上美本定償 80銭送料 8銭
Thomas Henry Huxley， Thomas Carlyle， Hamilton 
Wright Mobie， Oscar Wilde， Thomas De Quincey， 
Arthur 8ymons， Walter Pater， Lafcadio Hearn， 
William Hazlitt. 
LITERAR Y T ASTE 
How to Form it By Arnold Bennetl 
121頁定債 50銭怠料 6銭
47 
Selections from Walter Pater 
with Notes 
(高校土級、大撃程度〉上製定侭1図送料六銭
Chronology. - Preface to “The Renaissance."-
Sandro Botticelli. -Conclusion (From the Renαis-
sance). -'lhe Child in the House.-Divine Service.--
A Prince of Court Painters.-A Study of Doinysus. 
Pen， Pencil and Poison 
and Other Essays 
By Oscar Wilde 
最上美本定債 1図 詮科 8銭
Pen， Pencil and Pois()n， The Decay of Lying， Soul 
of lVlan under Socialism. 
Representative Modern Essays 
Edited by S. Umemoto 
四六歩~上製定償 80 銭送料 6 銭
Reminiscences of Conrad (Gαlswo1・thy)，John Galsworthy (Conrad)， 
What is Fascism (H. G. lVells)， The IIappiest of the Poets (~V. B. 
Yeats)， The Holiday of the Slave (G. K. ChestertOtl)， The ProfitaLle 
Reading of Fiction (Ha1・dy)，Russian Fiction (A. Bennett). 
The Soul of Man 





&winton' 5 &tubit5 in 
~nglí~b 豆íterature
、fVithAppendix 
Edited by T. MINEO 
四六判美本約 424頁定債 2国浴料 10銭
ESSAYS OF 
HENRY D. THOREAU 
Selections f，γom Walden 
四六剣j美本定債 50銭送料 6銭
Reading， Sounds， Solitude， Visitors， Higher Laws. 
TWO CRITICAL ESSA YS 
A DEFENCE OF rOETRY SHELLEY'S VIEW OF POETRY 
By P. B. Shelley By A. C. Bradley 
上製美本定債 60銭怠料 6銭
Unto this Last 
by John Ruskin 
Edited with Notes by 
Y onesaku Otagiri 











THE USE OF LIFE 








Selected Lectures of 
MAURICE BARING 
Edited with Notes by Y. OTAGIR1 
空長祭定償 90銭義 8銭
CONTENTS:一(1)Stimulants， (I) The Nineties) (11) Diplomacy， 
(IV) High-Brows and Low-Brows， (V) Peter Sim -Notes. 
5() 
THE POLE STAR LIBRARY 
短時日で讃切の面白い亀のばかりで値段は大へん安〈誠仁便利な本であります
The Outstation (W. Somersel Maugham) ……… .20 
The Tarn and Lois Drake (Hugh Walpole) …… ~20 
Selected Essays from John Dewey ……… .20 
Three Tales from Hawthorne …………… .20 
The Waiting Supper………………… .20 
Selected Essays from Galsworthy ………… .20 
The Apple-Tree (}ohn Galsworthy) ………… .25 
Alicias Diary (Thomas Hardy) …………… .20 
Industry and Amenities of 2030 CBirkenhead) … .20 
Westminster Abbey and the Spectre Bridegroom .20 
Cotton Mill ……………………… .20 
Talk on Medicine …………………… .20 
Scientific Adventures ………………… .20 
Three Strangers (Hardy) ……………… .20 
Can Science Control Life? …………… .25 
Extracts from Good-Bye to All That (R. Graves) .25 
Favoured Farmers t Talks on Agriculture) ……ー25
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'0he Essence of Modern 
Idealism By Royce 
Compiled by M. Kohno 
上製 153頁定債 1回送料 8銭
米関唯一の最大の Idea1ist とLて知られて屑ろ Royceの女筆に就
ては阪に定評ある所、而かも難解なるカ νト哲皐がヘーゲル哲患に
後反する径路の叙述あれり稀iこ見る明解さら珠玉のやうな交感で書
いて居ろ。内容は1.General Introduction-The nole of Philosophy 
jn Human Life. 11. Kant's Conception of the Nature and the 
Conditions of I<nowledge. 11. The Modjfication of Kant's Con. 
eeption of the Self. IV. The Concept of the Absolute and the 
Dialectlcal Idealism. 
EPISTEMOLOGY AND ONTOLOGY 
By William J erusalem 
9，1頁定償 50銭送料 4銭
The F athers of Philosophy 
and Science 
F，.om“THE STORY OF PI-lILOSOPI-lY" 
By WILL DURANT 
Adapted with Notes by M. KOHNO 





The Context of Plato， Socrates， The Preparation of Plato， 
The Ethical Problem， The Political Problem， The Psychological 
Problem， The Psychological Solution， The Political Solution， 
The Ethical Solution， Criticism. 
ARISTOTLE:ー
The Historical Background， The W ork of Aristotle， The 
Foundation of Logic， The Organization of Science，一一1.Greek 
Science before Aristotle， 2. Aristotle as a Naturalist， 3. 1 he 
Foundation of Biology. Metaphysics and the Nature of God， 
Psychology and the Nature of Art， Ethics and the Nature of 
Happiness， Politics，--1. Utopia and Conservatism， 2.Marriage 
and Education， 3. Democracy and Aristocracy. Criticism， 




John Stuart Mill 
Edited， with Notes b1 
SEIICHI UCHIDA 
四六州上製 244貰定償 1図20銭送料 10銭
UTILIT ARIANISM 
WITH AN APPENDIX OF SPEECHES 
By J. S MILL 定債 80銭送料 6銭
UTILITARIANISM :-General Remarks， What Utilitarianisms. 
Of the Ultimate Sanction of the Principle of Utility， Of What 
Sort of Proof the Principle of Utility is Susceptible， On the Con. 
nection Between ]ustise and Utility. 
APPENDIX OF SPEECHES:-Speech on the Utility of 
Knowledge， Speech on the British Constitution， Speech on Secular 
Education. 
The Subjection of W omen 
By John Stuart Mill 
Edited with Notes by Y. KOSE 
雲六祭 160頁定債 90銭諮
MILL'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY 







THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION 
ALLAN MENZIES， D.O. 




~dited with Notes by KODAMA， Ph. B. (Chicago) 
Part 1. 
Part 1. 
[siologicα1 (生物皐) 定債 1周 20鐸
'Physical (物理畢) 定債 1回 20銀
各種設明国解入四六列美本送料各 8銭
PART I.-CONTENTS 
1. Scope of Biology. VI. Insect Sociology. 
1. General Properties of VII. Human Physiology. 
Living Matter. A. The Stomach. 
A. Living and Non-Living. B. The Blood. 
B. Protoplasm. C. The M uscle. 
C. Energy Transformation. D. The Skin. 
D. Oxydation. VIII. Bacteria and Disease. 
E. Hydration. IX. Darwinism. 
F. Enzymes. A. The Web of Life. 
G. Colloidal Nature. B. The Struggle for Existence. 
11. ParameciUln and Bacteria. C. Variability. 
A. Structure of Paramecium. D. Selection. 
B. Metabolism in Paramecium. X. Dinosaurs. 
C.-Behaviour of Paramecium. XI. Dietetics and Vitamins. 
D. Bacteria. 
IV. The Plant in Air and Light. 
V. 'fhe Chief Groups of Animals. 
A. The Chief Groups of Animals. B. Vertebrates. 
c. Diagnostic Vertebrate Characters. 
PART 11. -CONTENTS 
1. Electrons 
a. Electrons and N uclei 
(B. Russel). 
b. Hydrogen Spectrum ( " ).
c. States of Hydrogen Atom 
(B. Russel). 
11. X Rays (，，) 
II. Radio-activity (，，) 
IV. The Solar System (Moulton). 
v. The Sun (" ) 
IX. General Circulation of the 
Atmosphere. 
X. Thunderstorms. 
X1. Paints， Varnishes， and 
Colors. 
XII. Chemistry of Corrosion. 
XII1. Portland Cement. 
XIV. Aviation and Chemistry. 
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XV.lnternal Combustion Gas 
Engine. 
VI. What is Geology?-Pre-
liminary Outline. 
( Chamberlin). 
XV1. Aeroplane: how it is made. 
XVII. What is Radio ?-an 
Explanation. 
V1I. Geological Time Divisions (N. W. Shimer). 
VIII. Pleistocene or Glacial Period (Chamberlin). 












THE WISDOM OF LIFE 
SCHOPENHAUER 
Translated by T. BA1LEY SAUNDERS 
上製美本定債 1闘送料 8銭
DIVISION OF THE SUBJECT， PERSONALITY， OR WHAT A MAN IS， 
PROPERTY， OR WHAT A MAN HAS， POSITION， OR A MAN'S PLACE 
IN THE ESTIMATION OF OTHERS. 
Emerson: SELF回RELIANCE
AND COMPENSA TION 
四六歩u美本 60頁定債三十五銭訟料四銭
THE WORLD ~認SURY
From “The World in 2030 " 
THE EARL OF BIRKENHEAD 
四対委本定債 50銭義 4銭
War in 2030，ー一 Industryin 2030，一一TheAmenities of 2030， 
一一-The Air in 2030. 
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~そう 劇 ~ 
Contemporary One圃ActPlays 






George Calderon.-Henry Arthur Jones.-Lord Dunsany.一-SirJames 
M. Barrie. -John Galsworthy. -. Alfred Sutro. -Arthur Caser. --
David Pinski. 
Five. Short Plays Edited by A. Miyamori 
定侭六十銭 送料四銭
THE MERRY MERRY CUCKOO 
THE BISHOP'S CANDLESTICKS 
THE LOST SILK HAT... 
WHERE THE CROSS IS MADE … 






GREAT MODERN ONE-ACT PLAYS 
Edi七edby S. Umemoto 上製美本定償 1悶怠料 8銭
CONTENTS :-.The Short Cut (Percival Wildめ， Half an Hour (James M. 
Barrie)， The Dear Departed (Stanley Houghωn)， A Night at an Inn 
(Lord Dunsany)， The Snake Charmer (Arnold Bennett)， Spreading the 
News (LaのGregoη1)，The Boys Comes IIonle (A. A. Milne)， ln the 
Zone (Eugene 0' Neill). 
Litle Masterpieces of Ten Great Dramatists 
Edited by A. Miyamori 
上製 289瓦定債1.30銭送料8銭
The First and the Last (John Gαlsworthy). -The 
. Grand Cham' s Diamond (Allαn Monkhouse). -The 
Compromise of the King of the Golden Isles (Lord 
Dunsαny).-James and John (Gilbe1・tGαnnon).-The
Theatre (H. F. Rubinstein).-The Workhouse Ward 
Gregory).-The Unseen (Alice Gerstenbery).-The Bracelet (Al介'ed
S1.l，tro).-The Exchange (AltheαThuston>-Thirst (Eugene G. O'Neill). 
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Extracts from SHAKESPEARE 
With Synopses and lll'匂~st.γatilωs
EDITED BY 







A SKETCH OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE (by Sir Sidney Lee).-
Julius Casar.-As You Like It.-Romeo and Juliet.-Twelfth Night; 
or， What You Will.-King Lear.-King Henry IV.-The Merchant of 
Venice. -The Tempest. --Othello， the Moor of V enice. -King Richard 
II.-Macbeth.-A Midsummer-Night's Dream. -Hamlet， Prince of 
Denmark. 
Two Famous Plays 
Compi1ed and annotated by Y. Niitsu 
絵入 216頁 上製美本 定債 1図 20銭送料 8銭
ESCAPE 
By J. Galsworl"y. 
THE FIRST MRS. FRASER 
By SムJohnErime. 
THE PASSING. OF THE THIRD 
FLOOR BACK AN IDLE FANCY 
In A Prologue， A Play，αnd An Epilogue 
By JEROME K. JEROME 
With lntroduction and Notes by 
A. F. THOMAS M.A. (OXON)， M.R.S.T. 
東京高等師範皐校教授
上製美本定債 1困送料 8銭
The Walsall Observer， London:一
Japan αnd Jerome Japan's enthusiasm for Jerome's famQus 
play，“The Passing of the Third Floor Back，" must be gr~ater 
than Walsall's. After its production in Tokyo by Mr. A. F. Thomas， 
as recorded in the “Observer，" there was a demand for an an. 
notated edition of the play for use in the schools of J apan. 
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This edition, by Mr. Thomas, has now been published; and 
Jerome's influence, as embodied in that play, is going to be very 
active among the young people of the " England of the East." 
That influence might be specially valuable in Japan, as among 
other nations, in these days when the old National antagonisms 
seem to be gaining the upper hand so fast. The central idea of 
the play is a subtle influence, developing in all the characters a new 
pride in self which expresses itself in greater consideration for others. 
If the nations could be influenced as the London boarding-hotise 
"cats" were influenced by The Stranger the world outlook woul4 
not be so disquieting as it is--with a steady drift towards another 
great war. 
The Book Especially do we congratulate Mr. Thomas, and 
the Japanese publishers (The Hokuseido Press), on the excellence of 
the book of the play. We know of nothing so good on that play 
in this country ; and it would be a pleasure to know that copies 
could be made available for use in W alsall schools. If good enough 
for Japan is it not good enough for Walsall? Or is there m.ore 
imagination in Japan ? 
u Hell to Heaven,, Mr. Thomas, whose home . is in Wolver-
hampton, and who, after being with Professor Whitfield, of Walsall, 
at Exeter College, Oxford, is now associated with him in educational 
work in Japan, writes very interestingly about the difficulty the 
Japanese had in rendering the title of the play in their own language. 
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back" did not le.nd itself 
to a literal translation (he writes) as customs here are so differ-
ent, and the wording means even less than it does to English 
people who do not know the play. The Japanese, therefore, de-
cided, after much discussion, to render the title in their own lan-
guage as-"From Hell to Heaven." This was not so bad, I thought. 
It is, indeed, quite a happy rendering of a none-too-happy title. 
We have often thought that "The Stranger" would have been a 
better title for the play. But the Japanese interpretation is even 
better. The play does lift those common, quarrel-ling, vain boarding-
house folk out of their hell into the heaven of good fellowship and 
mutual helpfulness. 
Walsall Performance All of this brings us round to the 
question of that other promised performance in Walsall of Jerome's 
play, which gave so much pleasure at Her Majesty's Theatre in 
1931. Would it be possible to get it in by Jerome's birthday on 
May 4? 
And (this we only whisper) would not the play lend itself 




Chivalry and Sportsmanship 
By Thomaa Lyell & K. Sudo 上製定償 80銭送料 6鎗
Bushido， Chivalry and Sportsmanship.一-Honour -The Story of a 
Fountain Pen.一 APatriot.一 AHumble Hero.一 AHero of 1923. 
A Conqueror of Two Worlds.一 Discipline.一 Service.一 TheMan at 
the Helm.一 AVery Gallant Gentleman.一 Submarine.一-Howthe 
Army in Mesopotamia was Saved.一一etc.
本書ItThomas Lyells氏の麗筆になれるもの、一章毎日 Pronunciation; 
Words， Phrases and Idioms; Conversation; Etymology; Suggestions for 
Composition Subjects; Verse; Grammar Notes ;和文英諜問題等た添へ穴
る理想的の敬科書である。
HEROES AND HERO-WORSHIP 
By Thomas Car1yle 
上製美本201頁定償 80銭怠料 8銭
REPRINTED BY PERMISSION OF 
H. G. WELLS 
The ，W orld Before Man 
Being 
Book 1 of‘The Outline of History' 
The Making of Man 
Being 
Book 1 of 'The Outline of Iistory' 





LORD CLIVE AND 
SAMUEL JOHNSON By Macaulay 
Edited with Notes by M. KOHNO 





R. W. EMERSON 
REPRESENT ATIVE MEN 
Edited by Y. NIITSU 
四六歩u美本定償 50銭怠料 4銭
NAPOLEON; OR， THE MAN OF THE WORLD.-SHAKESPEARE; OR， THE 
POET .-GOETHE; OR， THE W RITER. 
Two EMINENT VICTORIANS 
Bv GILES L YTTON STRACHEY 
四六歩tl美本 定債 1厨詮料 6銭
1. FLORENCE N IGHTINGALE. 11. THE END OF GENERAL GORDON. 
THE MARTYRDOM OF MAN 
w. Winwoode Reade (SELECTIONS) 
Edited， with 1ntroduction Notes by 
雲品襲講師 G.Caiger， F.R.Gふ
四六歩tl最上美本各潟良入 165頁定債 1固怠料 8銭
PART 1. Egypt，-PART 11. Persia，-PART I1I. The Greek World， 
-PART IV. The Struggle in the Mediterranean，-PART V. Rome. 
-PART VJ. The Mohammedan Religion，-PAR1' V1I. Africa，-
PART VII1. The Dark Ages & Exploration，-PART IX. Society. 
H. G.柄reUs:一“Remarkablyfew sketches of universal history by one single 
author have been written. One book that has influenced me very strongly is 
Winwoode Reade's • Martyrdom of Man.' This ‘dates.' a8 people say. nowa-
days. and it has a fine gloom of its own; but it is still an extraordinarily 
inspiring presentation of human history as one consistent proce関"
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Modem Masterpieces of 
Autobiography 
上製美本約 160頁 定債 1周 送料 8銭
本書牧むる所 飛行家 Lindburgh. 患者lこして政治家の JohnS. 
Mill. 南北探険の諸勇者 Scott，Amundsen， Peary. 自働率玉 Henry
Ford. 女流量上合事家 Addam3女真.並に筆の故駐英米岡大使 Page.
及び電気王 Edisonの七章であって、就tドA-少の手紙l:t近来稀iこ
見る雄筆-と務ぜられ、まれミルの早数育の章l't古来何人も悉知の名







SELECTED ESSA YS OF A. G. GARDINER 
(For the Use of Colleges and Schools) 
定償 60銭 主主料 6銭
Musso1ini，“Father Hindenburg"， Mr. Stanley Baldwin， Mr. RUJnsay 
McDonald， Dean Inge， President Coolidge， lIenry F 0 d. 
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砂‘運 動砂 4
Readings in Modern Sports 






作者(t何れも第一流であって Bancroft& Pulvermacher， D. M. BuI-
lock， D. Stewart， C. Buchan， C. M. Daniels， A. KelIermann， 
Lowe & Porritt， G. H. Ruth， Clark and Dawson， W. T. Tilden， 





，吐 禽 • 
Public Opinion 
COMPILED BY T. YOSHIDA 
上製美本定債 1問主主料 8銭
E玄tractsfrom “Modern Democracy" by J. Bryce 
1. Introductory， II. The Historical Evolution of Democracy， 
]11. Public Opinion， IV. Types of Democratic Government， 
V. The Money Power in Politics， VI. Responsibi1ity， 
VII. Oligarchies within Democracies. VIlI. Leadership in a Democ. 
racies， IX. The Later Phases of Democracy， X. Present 
Tendencies in Democracies， XI. The Future of Democracy. 
SUPPLEMENT ARY :ー
E玄tractfrom “Law and Public Opinion" by A. V. Dicey 






Essays on Modem Problems 
Edited by K. KUMANO， M.A. 
会5雲定償 1国 20銭送料 8銭
tJrbani~ation and its Adjustment. Capital VS. Labor. 
Distribution of Wealth. Universal Suffrage. 
International Problems. 
THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION 
By Walter Bagehot 
With an English rranslation 0/ the Ja.ρ'anese Comtitutitm 











3Jn ~brtt ~oI~. 
上製各約 125頁
定債各80銭送料各8銭
Edited by K. KA W ABE， M.A.， PH.D. 
Vol. 1. SOCIAL EVOLUTION 
Social Evolution and Cosmic Evolution. Social Evolution and Bio-
logical Evolution. Man alld Animals. Human Society and the Society 
of Animals. Development of Human Society. Situation and Numbers 
of the Human Race. The E任ectof Geographic Factors in History. 
Mental Life and Education. Family Life. The State. Religious 
Life. Art， Ornament， and Decoration. Conclusion: The Tendency 
in Social Evolution. 
VoI. 1. MORAL IDEAS AND SOCIAL LIFE 
Sociological View of lvloral Life. Moral Codes. SexuaI Morality. 
Suicide. Abortion， Infanticide， Killing the Old. Cannibalism. 
Seapegoat. Asceticism. Conclusion: Social Nature of Moral Ideas. 
Vol. Ifl. SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
Social Unrest. Problem of Poverty. Dependents and Defectives. 
Crime and Social Control. Prostitution. Venereal Diseases. Eu. 
genics. Prevention of Poverty. Industrial Democracy. 
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Readings in Economics 
闘民精神文化研究所河村只雄編
上製美本 309頁、定償 1園50銭送料8銭
CONTENTS :.-The Nature of Economic Science (Alvin S.Johnson); 
Value and Price (R. D. Richards); The Factor of Production Fred 
Rogers Fair_child，. Edgar StetJenson Furniss， Norman Sidney Buck); 
Distributiori of Wealth (R. D. Richards); Money and Banking (E. 
Levasseur); International Trade， Foreign Exchange (Fred Rogers 
Fairchild， Edgar Stevenson Furniss， Norman Sidney Buck ; Trade 
Union : Silverman); Trust (H. Healon); Cooperative Movement 
(Howard Patterson， Karl W. H. Scholz). 
VIEWS AND OPINIONS ON 
MODERN PROBLEMS 
(For the Use 01 Schools and Colleges) 
上製美本定償 70銭訟料 6銭
The Eng1ishman's Attitude (Andre Siegfried)， The World's Economic 
Crisis (Sir Basil Blackett)， World Chaos (William McDougall)， A 
Biologist's Outlook on Life (J. B. S. Haldane)， My Point of View 
(H. G. Wells)， Some Fami1y Problems (Sir William Beveridge and 
Mrs. J. L. Adamson). 
Where is the W orld Going? 
Compiled by Y. NIITSU 
上製美本定債 80銭送料 8銭
世界大験後に於げる欧米の政治、話1:合、人心の3愛情主動向かlt'Ramsay 
Muir， H. G. Wells， J.F. C. Fuller氏の犀利なる筆致犬伝以℃批列ぜる
興味と寅盆とや具備ぜる名論文集である。
CONTENTS :-Europe after the Great War-Democracy under 
Revision -American and the Future. 
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ミ匂デち英 詩♀歩合
Milton: Comus and Lycidas 
定償 40銭怠料 2銭
ENGLISH POEMS 2325ZSREE 
布製定債70銭送料4銭
Thom舗 Gray.Robert Burns. Thom踊 Moore，William Blake. 
Lord Byron， Percy B. Shelley， William Wordsworth， John 
Keats. Henry W. Longfellow， Alfred Tennyson， E. B. 
Browning， Dante G. Rossetti. Christina G. Rossetti， William 
B. Yeats， Arthur Symons. Walter de la Mare. J ohn Masefield. 
(fnglisb V trsts l ~O ;:/: 
宅;heirForms and ~αm白 色竺ヨ








ENOCH ARDEN AND Locksley Hall 
By Alfred Tennyson 定債 25銭送料 2銭
Little Gems of English Poetry 
Compi1ed by Y. Niitsu 
定債 50銭送料 6銭
政むるものltJ. Thomson， O. Goldsmith， W. Cowper， W. Blake， 
R. Burns， W. Wordsworth， W. Scott， S. J. Coleridge， T. 
Campbell， R. Southey， Lord Byron， P. B. Shelley， F. D. Hemans， 
J. Keats， Thomas Hood， Lord Macaulay， J.G. Whittier， H. W. 
Longfellow， Lord Tennyson， E. A. Poe， C. Mackay， Bret Harte， 
R. H. Thorpe.等の一流で極めて卒易な詩である。
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An Introduction to 
English P oetry 
SELECTED BY S. H. BA TTY-SMITH 
上製美本定債 1周送料 8銭
It must he admitted that the publication of yet another antholo宮yof Englloh 
'Yeroe needo justifying. The jU8tification of the present加ok18 that 1 have not 
found a selection. exact1y suited to-the Third Year students of a Japaneoe High 
Schoo1. Of the existing anthologies one is too expensive. another is too long. a 
third is out of date. a fourth in its fastidious avoidance of the hackneyed omit8 
the just1y famed， a fifth deals only (though admirably) with the nineteenth and 
twelltieth centuries， a sixth seem8 to have been chosen by inadequate method 。fpicking poems out of a hat. a seventh is really a work on prosody and io to。・dvanced.and eighth i8 limited to the Romantics， a ninth givea patriotic but 
undue prominence to such conscientious promoters of "uplift" as Corne1ia Pe~ 
body Wi1kes. the Sappho of South Dakota. and her like. 1 found that 1 had to 
make r.ty own. 
The Third Year otudent of a Japaneoe High School io coriouo about English 
p。etw:hewants tobe introduced to it and he is capable of understanding it. 
but he h舗 nottime to spend in the byways， lovely though they . be. and he can 
Jlot yet cope 9'tth obocurities. 1 have taken fifty poets and t.ried to ohow him 
what manner of work w凋 doneby each at hio or her best and most typica1. 
The task to di伍cult.For Milton must be shown being majestic but not BibIical. 
Blake being religious but not mystical. Burns being neither stiIted nor unintel-
Ugibly Scota. Wordsworth being oimple but not prosaic. Scott romantic but fr伺
from fustian. Byron being Byronic but not ridicurous. One muot try to ohow 
why Tennyson meant what he did to his age and to exhibit his perfect dictiont 
baf not his weakness. Browning rnuot be rugged but not crabbed. Swinburne mU8 
mean something and not merely drug uo with melody. Kipling must be patriotie 
and viri1e but not blatant The book must be short enough to be read in thl'l闘
term8 and cheap enough for the poorest student. yet it must cover the ground. 
Moreover the J apanese do not like long poems. 
1 admit that s伺neof the poems chosen are hackneyed: 1 admit tha t 1 have 
taken liberties with spelling and punctuation in the interests of intel1igibility: 
1 admit that 1 have cut passages out of their contexts. But if these sins shal1 
help to bring home to Japanese students the loveliness of English poetry. then 
1 claim to be justified. For if. my readers find something to their liking. let 
them follow these o:gn-posts and fare better in some fuller anthology or in th・
'Yolumes of the poets themselves. It is true that oome of the poems chosen are 
。，'Ver-longand that at least one is obscure， but 1 found no other means of doing 
anything like justice to the authors. It is true a130 that many admirable poet・
are omitted. but the result is that it is possible for a student to read the whole 
In the time aUotted. and for the book to be published at a low price. Let not 
泊leotudent. however， suppose that there were not great English poets hefore 
Marlowe and Shakespeare: there was much fi.ne work written. but the language 
is over-difficult. Of the Elizabethan and Stuart periods 1 have given no more 
than examples. Nor did English poetry die with Ruper+ Brooke; there are still 
hei1'll to the great tradition. Moreover America has tV'.o or three living poeta 
of geniuo. and her nineteenth century 00>倒ぽenot unworthy of attention， even 
託。'nlyWhitman had greatness. 
Lyrical Poems of England 
定債 30銭 怠料 2銭
Thomas Moore， William Wordsworth， S. T. Coleridge， John Keats， 
Alfred Tennyson， Robert Browning， E.B. Browning， Thomas Hardy， 
John Masefield. 
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THE OTHER HALF-ROME 
Book the Third of U The Ring and the Book" 
By ROBERT BROWNING 定償却銭主主料 2銭
P oems on E vening and Night 
(From Gray 10 Our ~ime) 




















Higher English Cornposition 
台北高等皐校数授富田義介著




for Advanced Students 
喜志説教授須藤粂吉著



















TALKS IN TOKYO 
Some English Conversαtions for 
Jαpαnese Students 
東京見物
G. CAIGl乙R，(B. A. OXON.) 
LECTURER IN ENGLISH AT THE MUSASHI KOTO GAKKO 





Practical English Conversation 
?とevisedδdilion
BY 
F rank H. Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY OP 
COMMERCE， AND AT THF PEERS' SCHOOL. 
AUTHOR OF“THE ENGLISH COUNTRY CALENDAR" AND 
"A LONDON CHRONICLE"， ETC. 
定債 60銭送料 6銭
ORAL ENGLISH 
By Treva Johnes 
Professor at the Tokyo University of Commerce 
定債 35鍾迭科 4銭
CONTENTS : -Advi~e to ~ young Frenchm~n Starting for England (AndγS 
Mαuγo句).A Widow Bird (I!. Jl. Shelley). My Old Penholder (G. G伝説ng).Scene 
from William TelJ (Jame8 S. Kno卸les}.To the Moon (P. B. SheUey). Colldem-
nation of Socrates， Conversation. Illusions in Respect to Riches， Keeping out of 
Danger. Perfection no Trifle， Conversation. The Management of Money (Sir B. 
LlItton)， The Rainbow (W. ~_WOTdswoγth). ~ WetDay in_an Inn (W. lrving). The 
Soldier's Dream (ThomωCαmpbeU). Moral and Physical Courage. Converaation. 






.0ゑu~tíbo'~ C!Cbtap ifbition 
(送料各二銭)
The Character of Napoleon Bonaparte 54頁 35銭
By H. G. Wells 
The Country of the Blind and the Door in 
the羽'al By H. G. Wells 74頁 35銭
THE DEFENDANT By G. K. Chesterton 33頁 20銭
The Defendant (:{ Chestertonの初期の作で， 1901年l二皐行本
として寅れ，食時大いに般の異彩た認めしめた有名なもの.
TALES FROM CHARLES DICKENS 
A Christmas Caro1.-Dr. Manette's Manuscript. 35銭怠料 4銭
THE ENGLISH RENAISSANCE OF ART 
By Oscar Wi1de 20銭
ESSA YS OF ELIA By Charles Lamb 25銭
Dream-Chi1dren， A Reverie， The Praise of Chimney-sweepers， A 
Dissertatio~ upon Roast Pig， The Superannuated Man， 01d China. 
LONDON SKETCHES By H. V. Morton 43頁 25銭
“The Keys"， Inside "Big Ben"， Among the Kings， 2 LO， Keeping 
an Eye Open， Two in a Tower， Cenotaph; Romance on Wheels， 
Ghosts of the Fog， Faces in the Strand. 
MAHOMET By Thomas Carlyle 
MAR TIN LUTHER By Thomas Car1yle 
52頁 25銭
41頁 25銭
My Adventures in London By De Quincey 32頁 20鏑
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OLALLA By R. L. Stevenson 38銭送料 4銭




Selections from Shakespeare 32頁 20銭
The Merchant of Venice-Act lV， Hamlet， Julius Casar.-Scene 1. 
SILENCE By Leonidas Andreieff 23頁 20銭
Talk and Talkers By R. L. Stevenson 45頁 20銭
The Coming World Unity By H. Randall 20頁 20銭
Twenty-six Men and a Girl By M. Gorky 26頁 20銭
R. L. Stevenson: VIRGINIBUS PUERISQUE 
(高校二，三年程皮) 63頁 25銭
The Warrior's Soul By Joseph Conrad 33頁 20銭
Virtue and Other Stories By John Galsworthy 31頁 20銭
Japan and Manchuria: 
Japanese Statements and Foreign Comments on 








Works of Lafcadio Hearn 
A History of English Literature (縮刷合本〉
会一舟菊卯~-o凶O頁 定債六回五十銭 完全料叶銭
Albert Mordell氏東京帝図大事教授市河三喜博士校訂
Essays on American Literature 
会一舟凶六倍列 定償山国五十銭 送料廿八銭
Some Strange English Literary Figures of the Eightenth and 
the Ninetenth Century 
四六ヂu全一加定債二国 主主料十銭




Lectures on Shakespeare 
普及版四六剣先債一周訟料八銭
Guy de Maupassant's 
The Adventures of Walter Schnaffs 
and Other Stories 定償二関
Translated by Lafcadio Hearn with .lntroduction by A. Mordell 
LAFCADIO HEARN SERIES 
Life and Literature 
Stories and Sketches 
Lands and Seas 
Poets and Poems 
lapan and the Japanese 
Romance and Reason 
Facts and Fancies 
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Edited by Prof. R. TANABE 
Cloth. 251 PP. Price 1.20 
Edited by Prof. R. TANABE 
Cloth. 276 1>1>. Price 1.:0 
Edited by Prof. T. OCHJAI 
Cloth. 311 pp. Price 1 [0 
Edited by Prof. R. TANABE 
Cloth， 299 pp. Price l.to 
Edited by Prof. T. OCHIAI 
Cloth， 306 pp， Price 1 50 
Edited by Prof. R. TANABE 
Cloth， 250 pp. Price 1.30 
Edited by Prof. R TANABE 
Cloth， 210 pp. Price 1，20 
1Lafcabio 1!)earn ~erie~ 
IN SEVEN VOLS. 
Gracefully Bound in Light-Green Coloured Cloth, 
-the Colour Hearn \"las Most Fond of. 
Life and Literature ~~~~~d bi.iorof. R. TANABE 
Nine pieces selected out ~f the lectures which were dictated 
for the convenience of his class by Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904) 
in his Tokyo Imperial University days: Literature and Political 
Opinion-On the Relation of Life and Character to Literature-On 
Composition- Studies of Extraordinary Prose- Naked Poetry- The 
Value of the Supernatural in Fiction and the Art of Writing Ghost-
Story-The Havamal: Old Northern Ethics of Life-On Reading in 
Relation to Literature-Farewell Address. 
Stories and Sketches ~~i~:d hi.iorof. R. TANABE 
Thirty representative masterpieces selected out of all his 
writings :-The Tale a Picture Tells- The Legend of the Monster 
Misfortune-Ningyo-no-Haka-A Question in the Zen Texts-A Story 
of Divination- The Story of Kwashin Koji- From the Diary of an 
English Teacher- The Dream of a Summer Day- Bits of Life· and 
Death-On a Bridge-At Yaidzu-Otokichi's Daruma-Pathological-
Kusa-Hibari-The Japanese Smile-" Unselfish Self-Control"-" The 
Japanese Silence" -Some Thoughts about Ancestor-Worship-" What-
ever the Living Possess is from the Dead"- A Living God-"-" The 
Writing of Short Poems"-" A Little Flower-Show"-" The Beauty of 
Stones "-Vespertina Cognitio-Gothic Horror~Hi-Mawari-Stranger 
than Fiction-My Guardian Angel-ldolatry-Obaasan·no-Hanashi. 
Lands and Seas ~~i!:d ~:'sfrof. T. ocHIAI 
Taken from among Hearn's books of trf4vel. These pieees are 
the record of his wanderings through both hemispheres. They 
range from those impressionistic writings of his earlier days 
when he was an artist in colours to his works of a later period 
in which he perfected a style of his own- 'rigorous, but always 
charming :-My First Day in the Orient-A Pilgrimage to Enoshima 
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-Fujinoyama-Notes of a Trip to Kyoto-In Osaka-Matsuye-By 
the Japanese Sea-From Hoki to Old-In a Japanese Garden -A 
Midsummer Trip to the Tropics-A Winter Journey to Japan. 
Poets and Poems Edited by Prof. R. TANABE Price 1.50 
Twenty lectures on Poets and Poems selected out of those 
dictated for the convenience of his class by Lafcadio Beam 
(1850-19041 in his Tokyo University days (1896-1903) :-Note 
upon the Shortest Forms of English Poetry-Poems about Children-
Some Fairy Literature-Some Poems on Death-Byron-Note on. 
Wordsworth-Some Notes on the Poetry of Shelley.-On the Lyrical 
Beauties of Keats-Note on Hood-.Tennyson-Edward Fitzgerald and 
the u Rubaiyat "-"Three Silences"-" Sea Limits"-" The Patriot"-
" Strangers Yet ''-" Sands of Dee "-" Dover Beach "-" West London " 
-"A Picture at Newstead "-A Poem by Robert Bridges. 
Japan and the Japanese Ed!ted by Pro£. T. ocHIAI 
Price 1.50 
Ten representative pieces taken from among Hearn's most 
serious writings, treating especially of the inner aspect of .Japan 
and the Japanese,-the result of the profoundest thoughts on the 
subject, of which he stands a unique interpreter:-The Genius of 
Japanese Civilization.-Jiujutsu-The Future of the Far East-A Con· 
6ervative-Difficulties-Strangeness and the Charm-The Religion of 
Loyalty-The Eternal Feminine- Some Thoughts about Ancestor-
Worship-The Idea of Pre-existence. 
Romance and Reason~d!ted by Prof. R. TANABE 
Price 1.30 
"The Shaving of Shagpat"-Note upon Tolstoy's "Resurrection" 
-The most Beautiful Romance of the Middle Ages-A King's 
Romance-Old Greek Fragments-The Prose of Small Things~On 
Romantic and Classical Literature in Relation to Style.--Tolstoy's 
Theory of Art-'I'he Question of Highest Art-The Insuperable 
Difficulty-On the Philosophy of "Sartor Resartus "-Note on the 
Abuse ·and Use of Literary Societies. 
Facts and Fancies Edited by Prof. R. TANABE Ptice 12.0 
Some representative Masterpieces of Lafcadio Hearn in his 
American Days :-Humble Fare and High Living in Ancient Rome-
The Piper of Hamelin-Wom-:.·n of the Sword-Fair Women and Dark 
Women-Gants and Dwarfs-Pigmies and Monsters-Notes on the 
Utilization of Human Remains-The Burning of the Dead-Tombstones 
-The Little Red Kitten-The Devil's Carbuncle-The Garden of 
Paradise-St. Brandau's Christmas-A Lily in the 1\tlouth of Hell-
The Poisoners-The Nun Ryonen. 
[Postage 8 sen (each)] 
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.-ubliSbtr's Jlott 1\tgarbing tbt .-ublication of 
Iafcabio ~earn's C!Complttt l..tctures 
11rHE present book is the first volume of the complete Lectures of 
~ Lafcadio Hearn in three volumes, which, when Completed, will contain 
all the lectures Hearn delivered at the Imperial University of Tokyo 
from 1896 to 1903, with the exception of "A History of English Literature", 
''Lectures on Prosody", and "Lectures on Shakespeare", all of which have already 
been published by us. Three years of 
painstaking labour have been taken by 
the editors, Professors Tanabe and 
Ochiai, in preparing the MSS. from 
the notes taken in class by them and 
other studeni.s of Hearn. Prof. Nishi-
zaki has revised the notes which form 
the basis of the present volumes, by 
referring to the books in the Hearn 
Library, the Toyama Koto Gakko, 
that were in Hearn's possession while 
he lived in Japan. 
These lectures, acclaimed work of 
the highest order, form the most im-
portant contribution to literary criticism 
by Hearn, and in his introduction to 
''Interpretation of Literature", Prof. 
Erskine, of Columbia University, 
writes; "They are criticism of the 
finest kind; have a unique place in 
English Literature, unmatched in quali-
ty by any but the best of Coleridge." 
The Japanese disciples of Hearn were exceedingly grateful to the editor 
for the American edition of those lectures, but from their sense of loyalty 
to their beloved master, they have not been quite satisfied with the Ameri-
can edition, because it contains numerous omissions and inaccuracies which 
might have well occurred in view of its having been edited by one, who, 
though able and erudite, had never personally attended the lectures. This 
is the reason why the present editors have proceeded to the editing of the 
lectures entirely on a fresh basis, with their cherished purpose of making 
their new edition as true as possible to the \Vords and form that dropped 
from Hearn's lips, and including in it every lecture he delivered in the 
regular courses offered by him at the University. Thus you \Vill find many 
hitherto unpublished lectures in these three volumes. 
Nothing has been omitted from the students' notes; ambiguities in them 
have been clarified, inaccuracies corrected and every endeavour has been 
directed to keeping each lecture in the very form that it was delivered by 
Hearn. The editors' cherished hope is that the volumes, along with his 
' Hzstory ', will remain a perfect and permanent memory to their beloved 
teacher during his Imperial University days. 
It is rather personal, but it must be confessed, the publisher could not 
but be n1oved to tears to see the never-changing devotion of the Japanese 
pupils of Hearn to the memory of their great teacher. \V e are also very 
happy that in the publication of these memorable volun1es adding to the 
list of our Hearn books, we are carrying out the \vill of the late Mr. Mitchell 
McDonald, U.S. N., life-long friend of Hearn and his literary executor after 
his death. 
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Iafcabio ~tarn's ~omplttt Ittturt~ 
Of these lectures of Hearn, Prof. Erskine, of Columbia 
University, writes: ''They are criticism of the finest 
kind; have a unique place in English literature, un-
matched in quality by any but the best of Coleridge.'' 
Except "A HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE" already published 
by us, the volume contains all the lectures by Hearn that he delivered at 
the University during the period of 1893-1903. 
The volume contains many hitherto-unpublished lectures, in addition to 
the lectures found in the American edition, and forms the most important 
contribution to literary criticism by Lafcadio Hearn. · 
On Art, Literature and Philosophy 
Price ¥ 5.00 Postage 33 sen, in Japan. 
Handsomely bound 
in cloth, 850 pp. 
9l X 6!'' 
CONTENTS: -The Bible in English Literature, Shakespeare, The In-
superable Difficulty, On the Relation of Life and Character to Literature, 
On Composition, On Reading in Relation to Literature, The Value of 
the Supernatural in Fiction, Literature and Political Opinion, The Ques-
tion of the Highest Art, Note upon the Abuse and the Use of Literary 
Societies, Tolstoy's Theory of Art, The Hava-Mal, Berkeley, Victorian 
Philosophy, The New Ethics, Evolutional Thought in the Victorian Poets, 
Grant Allen, Beyond Man, On the Philosophy of "Sartor Resartus ", 
Note upon Tolstoy's "Resurrection", On Romantic and ·Classic Litera-
ture, in Relation to Style, Studies of Extraordinary Prose, Literary Genius, 
English Fiction in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century, English 
Fiction in the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century, On Modern Eng-
lish Criticism, and the Contemporary Relations of English to French 
Literature, Note on Some French Romantics, The Prose of Small Things, 
A King's Romance, The Most Beautiful Romance of the Middle Ages, 
Old Greek Fragments, " The Shaving of Shagpat ", Note upon Rossetti's 
Prose, Great Translators, Farewell Address. 
On Poets To be published in the spring of 1934. 
CONTENTS: - Studies in Tennyson, Studies in Rossetti, Studies in 
Swinburne, Studies in Browning, Pessimists and Their Kindred, William 
Morris, Edward Fitzgerald and the "Rubaiyat ", Note on O'Shaugh-
nessy, Note on Coventry Patmore, The Victorian Spasmodics,. Notes 
on Herrick, The First Great Nature Poet, Notes on Cowper, Note on 
Crabbe, Blake-The First English Mystic, On Sir Walter Scott's Place 
in Poetry, A Note on Thomas Campbell, Byron, Culling from Byron, 
Coleridge, Wordsworth, Shelley, Some Notes on the Poetry of Shelley, 
Keats, On the Lyrical Beauties of Keats, Note on Hood, The Poetry of 
George Meredith, Charles Kingsley as Poet, Note on Mrs. Browning, 
Robert Bridges, Matthew Arnold as Poet, A Note on Watson's Poems, 
Note on Christina Rossetti and Her Relation to Victorian Poetry. 
Writers of Society Verse, On a Proper Estimate of Longfellow, Note on 
Whittier, Poe's V.erse, Walt Whitman. 
'17 
On poetry To be published in the spring of 1934. 
CONTENTS : - Naked Poetry, English Ballads, On the Stories of the 
Best English Ballads, Some Notes on Popular Songs, The Ideal Wo-
man in English Poetry, Notes on the Influence of Finnish Poetry in 
English Literature, Notes upon the Shortest Forms of English Poetry, 
Epigrammatic Poems, Some Symbolic Poetry, Poems on Heroic Sub-
jeets-Introductory Remarks, Poems about Children, Some Foreign 
Poems on Japanese Subjects, Some Fairy Literature, Poems on Music, 
On Love in English Poetry, Some Poems on Death, Note upon an Ugly 
Subject, On FJowers in English Poetry, On Birds in English Poetry, 
Poems Old and New, not English, Relating to the Moon, Poems on 
Night, the Moon and the Stars, On Tree Spirits in Western Poetry, Some 
English Tree Poetry, Some Poems about Insects, Some French Poems 
on Insects, Old Greek Poetry about Insects, Philosophical Poems of the 
Victorian Age (1) Browning's "Rabbi Ben Ezra", (2) Swinburne's "Hertha," 
(3) Meredith's "Earth and .Man", Note upon the Poetry of James 
Thomson, "B.V.", A Note on Robert Buchanan, The Poetry of Lord De 
Tabley, On Rossetti's "Sea-Limits", "Ionica'', ''Three Silences", A Note on 
Munby's "Dorothy", A Poem by Lord Houghton, Two Mystical Rose· 
Poems, Metempsychosis in Modern Verse, Note upon Hood's "Haunted 
House," A Note on Jean Ingelow, A Few Examples of ''Light Verse." 
The Times, Literary Supplement, London 
The painstaking labour which admirers in both America and Japan have 
devoted to editing Hearn's lectures and journalistic articles is proof enough 
of the interest and devotion which he inspired. But it has led to a certain 
amount of reduplication and also, in the case of his more ephemeral articles 
for the Press, of superfluous resuscitation. The present volume, however, is 
to be welcomed because it is the first of three which are to include all the 
lectures Hearn delivered at the Imperial University of Tokyo from 1896 to 
1903, with the exception of "A History of English Literature," "Lectures 
on Prosody" and "Lectures on Shakespeare "-all of which have already 
been published by the Hokuseido Press. We shall therefore have a defini• 
tive Japanese edition of all his lectures, and this will have the advantage 
over the American volumes, edited by Professor Erskine, both in the avoid-
ance of reduplication and in an even more exact and reliable text. Professor 
Erskine selected the lectures which he edited from tpyewritten manuscripts 
based on notes taken in class by certain of Hearn's students, but he lacked 
the qualification possessed by the present editors of having personally at-
tended the lectures. This is their reason for re-editing the lectures on what 
they describe as an ~ntirely fresh basis to ensure an unquestionable authen-
ticity and exactitude .... The real superiority of the Japanese edition lies 
in the fact that it is selectively planned and admirably produced and indexed, 
and-that it contains certain lectures which were left unused in the posses· 
sion of the Hearn family and are now published for the first time. The 
three volumes of which the present is the first are to be devoted to Hearn's 
lectures on miscellaneous themes in literature, and they embrace a wide 
variety of subjects, ranging from the Bible to "The Hava-Mal," from the 
romance of " Amis et Amile" to the philosophy of "Sartor Resartus," from 
"Old Greek Fragments" to "The Shaving of Shagpat." Of the lectures which 
we cannot find to have been printed before, the best and most characteristic, 
for their blending of simplicity and sensitiveness, are those on "Berkeley," on 
"Victorian Philosophy" and "The New Ethics" in the latter of which Hearn 
pertinently remarked that ''this new system of ethics means nothing more 
than a new way of understanding the old system of ethics"; on "English 
Fiction'' in the first and second half of the nineteenth century, on "Great 
Translators," which contains some felicitously chosen examples, and the "Fare-
well Address," in which he suggested that Japanese art would only renew 
itself by a return to its source in the life and thought of the common people. 
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Limited de luxe edition!---.. 
onl:y 2 50 copies printed Handsomely bound ln. Japanese cloth. 10 "" '11 ' 
Price ¥5.00 
THE IDYL: My Personal Re-
., miniscences of 
By Leona Queyrouze Barel Lafcadio Hearn . 
A volume indispensable to the students of Lajcadio Hearn. 
A monument to Hearn in his New Orleans days, dealing with an aspect, 
·hitherto untouched, of his nature. It is a tribute to Hearn written in a 
beautiful prose-poetic style. The volume contains the photographs of the 
letters of Hearn to the author, and is beautifully illustrated with Japanese 
sketches, being printed on Japanese torinoko paper which Hearn liked to 
use. ·The work ·forms a unique, important contribution to Hearn literature. 
GUY DE MAUPASSAN'"U-----
The Adventures of Walter Schnaffs 
And Other Stories Translated by Lafcadio Beam 
With an Intt·oduction by Albert MordeU 
Price ¥ 2.00 Postage 10 sen, in Japan 
LAFCADIO HEARN'S translations of Guy de Mau'Passant are masterpieces In their own right. They have the quality of great English prose. and :vet. keep the spirit ·&nd 
meaning of the original. · 
. Hearn's translations are first faithful and artistic. They are fn a certain sense creative 
themselves. They are · done in mastery English and their superiority may be seen by a com-
l)&rison with the usual translations found in some of the collected editions of Maupaseant in 
English . 
.. Hearn always retained his admiration for Maupassant and frequently mentioned him 
In his lectures to his Japanese students, and in his letters to B. H. Chamberlain. • Maupaasant 
is the greatest realist who ever lived. greater than Merimee': • the greatest story-teller that 
the European world baa ever known:,. (Albert MordeU) 
He who wishes to read a selection from Maupassant can do no better than rely on Hearn•a 
choice both for literary quality and artistic translation. 
STORIES FROM PIERRE LOTI 
Translated by 
LAFCADIO HEARN 
With · an introduction by Albert Mordell 
Price ¥ 2.00 Postage 10 sen, in Japan 
The most important translations Hearn ever made. The volume should be a 
delight to both lovers and students of Hearn and Loti. In Loti Hearn found a 
writer who had literary tastes similar to his own, an artist who carried out his 
own artistic theories successively. "Neithe'l' our De Quinceys nor our Coleridges 
new our Byrons," Hearn w'l'ites, " could have written such things-prose more poetical 
than all English poetry." The volume contains many Loti stories to be published 
fol" the first time in book form in English. 
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An Interpretative Outline 1 
I THE ROMANCE OF 
J- P THROUGH THE AGES 
By DR. JAMES A.B. SCHERER 
Handsomely bound in 
cloth, 326 pp. 9l x 6~" Price ¥ 3.80 Postage 14 sen, in Japan 
''A STRAIGHTFORWARD, romantic, vivid his-
tory- with the color of legend ·and romance 
woven in the march of events-an unusual blend of 
heroic fact and stirring poetry." 
"The story of Japan is the story of her heroes: 
the ·legendary Yamato Dake who killed the outlaws; 
the noble Prince Shotoku, father of civilization and 
champion of Buddhism; Nobunaga the Bold ; Hide-
yoshi the Wily; and Iyeyasu, who combined the 
qualities of both." 
"Dr. Scherer has made shrewd use of his 
material in a book ·which offers dramatic fact and 
the fascinating atmosphere of a fascinating land./' 
""The Seven Ages of Japan" 
I. The First Transformation. II. Buddhist Culture. 
III. Camp Government. IV. Estheticism and Decay. 
V. Individualism and Reform. VI. Isolation. 
VII. The Second Transformation. 
* * * THE LONDON TIMES says: 
"MR. ScHERER's purpose, he tells us----or rather his fellow-countrymen 
for whom he more particularly writes-- has been to give them in a popular 
form the means of understanding the historical evolution of Japan, who is 
to-day 'America's next-door neighbour.' He has succeeded beyond his 
modest ambition. We know of no book that gives a more suggestive out-
line of 'the Seven Ages of Japan' and a more thoughtful picture of the 
spiritual and resthetic as well as social and political forces that have moulded 
a highly gifted Asiatic nation to destinies which still lie in the womb of 
the future, but cannot fail to influence immensely both the Western and 





A Discussion of Japanese Problems 
By JAMES A. B. SCHERER, Ph.D., LL.D. 
Formerly President of the California Institute of Technology 
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY 
PRINCE TOKUGA W A IYESA TO 
CONTENTS :-Japan's Crisis-Manchuria-Shanghai-Ho\v America Feels 
-The Washington Conference---Immigration-The Control of the Army-
Yamato Damashii or Nippon Seishin-Japanese-American Economic Inter-
dependence- Preparedness for Peace in the Pacific-The Greatest Japanese 
-Japan's Future. 
Price ¥ 1.00 Postage 8 sen, in Japan 
Some of the Comments of ''JAPAN, WHITHER'' 
Mr. Hugh Byas, T~kyo Correspondent of the London and the New 
York Times:-" A useful and persuasive and timely bit of work done on an 
effective novel plan. I wish every book written in and on Japan were ·as 
workmanlike and as fair-minded arid inspired by so fine a spirit." 
-"Daily Mail," London:-This able little book may be commended 
wjth confidence to students of current Japanese problems. Dr. Scherer 
writes with the candour of friendship as well as with extensive knowledge. 
Saturday Night, Los Angels, U.S. A.: -It has been written that 
much of the sentiment in favor of China is due to the fact that her prop-
aganda is more subtle than that of Japan ; the latter is likened to a tongue-
tied husband in a dispute with his wife. The fervent conviction of the 
Japanese that they are right prevents them from calmly convincing the rest 
of the world of the righteousness of their cause. In his book book Dr. Scherer 
discusses impartially the Manchuria and Shanghai events, and after reading, 
one will have a much better idea of the real reasons for these campaigns. 
The Japan Advertiser, Tokyo:-" Japan - Whither?" is the appro-
priate title of a small book recently published in Tokyo by Dr. James A. B. 
Scherer, formerly President of the California Institute of technology, and 
author of several other books on Japan with which he has maintained con-
tact for forty years since he first came to this country as a teacher in the 
Saga M ddle School. It is a timely book which leads one to reflect on the 
current grave problems facing the nation and which will be read with 
interest . by Japanese and foreigners alike. 
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anchukuo: 
A Bird's-Eye View 
By JAMES A. B. SCHERER, Ph.D., LL.D. 
Handsomely bound in cloth, 
with 24 Illustrations & Map. Price ¥ 1.50 Postage 8 sen, in Japan 
CONTENTS 
I. The Great Wall VII. Regent and Premier 
VIII. China's Collapse II. Mongol and Manchu 
lli. Observations 
IV. Dairen and Port Arthur 
V. Mukden and the Mines of Fushun 
VI. Hsinking; Two Excursions; Harbin 
IX. Beans or Bandits? 
X. Manchukuo and Japan 
XI. China and the Powers 
XII. The Future of Manchukuo 
* * * Beans, or Bandits ? 
---asks Dr. Scherer in his new Hokuseido book, 
MANCHUKUO, a Bird's-Eye View. "China has 
long tolerated the bandits, but Japan prefers beans; the 
Manchurian problem in a nutshell!" Some of the ques· 
tions you have been asking: 
What kind of man is Pu-yi ? 
Is his Premier adept in statecraft as well as in poetry? 
Is Japan hated by the people? Will the new State stand? 
Will Japan annex it? Should the Powers recognize it? 
Are foreign writers always fair to it? 
Will Russia fight for it ? . 
What was the matter with the League ? 
Can China 'Come Back ' ? What are the chances over there? 
Chief Products ? Industries ? Tendencies ? -
These and a hundred other questions are dealt with, tersely, crisply, 
in this CONDENSED CYCLOPEDIA OF MANCHUKUO TODAY by the 
Author of "Japan-Whither?" and it has what the earlier book 
lacked, 24 beautiful Photographs, many of them literal bird's-eye 
views, or aerial pictures. 
Mr. Hugh Byas, Japan Correspondent of "The London Times" 
and "The New York Times." 
"It has the merit-which the author's books seem to get naturally-- of 
being interesting to read. And I have come to the conclusion that that 
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~R. GLENN W. SHAW is weU known in Japan as a devotee and translator of modern 
c./Ol. . Japanese literature, being among those very few Americans or Europeans who are 
equipped with easy, fivtmt working knowledge of the Japa~ language in reading and writing. 
He has been living in Japan 01-'er ten years, teaching English at the Yamaguchi Commercial 
College at first, and now at the Osaka School of Foreign Languages. 
Kurata Hyakuzo's 
The Priest and His Disciples 
Translated from the Japanese by GLENN. W. SHAW 
Price 2.50 5! x 8" 
FINE CLOTH BINDING, WITH THE FRONT COVER ILLUSTRATED 
"WITH this tremendous play a young Japanese takes his place among the greatest 
dramatists and profoundest thinkers of the age." -Harold F. Rubinstein. 
Kikuchi Kwan's 
Tojuro's Love & Four Other Plays 
Translated into English by GLENN W. SHAW 
Price 2.00 5! x 8'1 
FINE CLOTH BINDING, THE FRONT COVER ILLUSTRATED WITH 
A JAPANESE COLOUR PRINT 
-------0.-
THE most popular book of Japan's most popular living author. 
Did you ever thi11k of Osaka as fascinating ? 
Get a copy Osaka Sketches by G. w. stta,v 
Price 2.00 276 p.p. with- nearly 150 illustrations. 
FINE CLOTH BINDING, WITH THE FRONT COVER ILLUSTRATED F'RGM 
KUNISADA'S OLD PRINT ENTITLED '" NANIWA·NO·ASHI." 
Grotesquery, Curiousness, Humour & Exquisite Delicacy 
a l' orientale 
,, AKUT AGA WA RYUNOSUKE'S 
TALES GROTESQUE & CURIOUS'' 
(RASHOMON AND OTHER STORIES) 
Rendered into English by Glenn W. Shaw 
being 
Gems of Modern japanese Literature. 
Price 2.00 Fine cloth binding, the cloth cover illustrated 
with a Japanese colour print. 
Mediocrity by Futabatei Shimei 
Translated by G-LENN W .. SHAW 
Price 2.00 5t x 8" 
FINE CLOTH, WITH THE FRONT COVER ILLUSTRATED 
Japanese Scrap-Book by Glenn W. Shaw 
Price 2.50 
FINE CLOTH BINDING, THE FRONT COVER ILLUSTRATED WITH 
A JAPANESE COLOUR PRINT 
b5 
An Ideal Present /or Xmas! 
DOLLS ON 
DISPLAY 





Price ¥ 2 .. 80 Postage 22 sen, in Japan 
BINA-MATSURI -The Girls' Festival 
T~NGO NO SEKKU-The Boys' Festival 
A book for all ages ~- from eight to eighty! 'Dolls on Display' deals with a unique 
aspect of Japanese life and cui ture, one 
that hitherto has received scant attention. 
The Boys' and Girls' Festivals, being part of the experience of every 
Japanese, reveal influences moulding their thoughts and actions. The book 
is a charming introduction to the manners, taste and character of the most 
di~ussed nation of to-day. 
The legends, traditions and fairy stories which surround these decorative 
little figures are here collected for the first time in either English or J apa-
nese. The aim has been to present an illustrated record of the Festival, as 
well as to give an explanation of the dolls with their decorations, and to 
show the place of these observances in the life of the nation. 
The J?inding of the book picturesquely blends Japanese 
and Western styles. Full of beautiful illustrations, it forms an 
ideal present for friends at home : a souvenir for the visiting 
tourist, or .a prized possession for the resident in Japan. 
The historical development has been traced and notes are included. 
These enable the reader with no previous knowledge of Japanese history 
to appreciate the background. 
Th~ choice colour prints, specially painted by Mr. Daishiro Nakatsuchi, 
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A JAPANESE OMELETTE 
.f/ Brilish Wriler's Impressions 
the J apanese Emρire 
伸び行〈 日本
BY 
MAJOR R. V. C. BODLEY 
Special Corr倒 pondentfor . The Sphere" in the Far East 
Illustrated with some 60ρhotograths. 
Price ￥2.00 Postage 10 sen， inJ apan 
M Am B胸O∞D肌 nov附叩刊e
months' travel， has written a series of impressions of a1 that he has 
seen in the administration of Japan proper， Manchukuo， and ]apan's Man-
dated Islands of the South Seas. Con-
taining travel， sketches， and observations， 
the volume makes a really entertaining 
reading. 
CONTENTS:-My reasons for being 
pro-Japanese -First impressions of 
J apan -How far is the J apanese mind 
really W esternized -Rural J apan seen 
from the road --The Tourist Industry 
in Japan-Criticisms of白eJapanese 
character-Further notes on the J apa-
nese character -Manchoukuo in the 
making -What the new government 
is doing in Changchun-Close'ups of 
some of those who control the 
destinies of Manchoukuoー Glimpses
of uno伍ciallife in Manchoukuo -Korea -Queries and Contrasts -Labour 
and Industry in Japan -Problems incumbent on the Romanization of Japa-
nese writing -The education of the J apanese with special reference to the 
teaching of English-Three prominent ]apanese statesmen-The Japanese 
Mandated Islands of the Pacific-Wrecked on a coral reef-O任thebeaten 
track in the South Sea Islands-Why the peace of the Far East depends 
on Japan--Apologia. 
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Important V ocabulary 
for Translation from 










~・ ・ 同 司・司 . .. F・‘ F ・・・・ ，~ ' 
gS類書考参各の堂星北るあ評高陸
中田湖!同清糊同長綿花岡同悶悶同間同同問問同岡山
山部健mA太 水起唯仔太 管趣水品士園 a 崎報郎~三郎 正道郎 康川正太郎粂定 令 .'1• ~ I . I 1..i.Ll.. .1 •• ;1 ~.. 1;:' 貞
• 
ヲトユハプエエユ英グアややややアフ新ナナナ A
ン Jレ 1; ク シシ l誼 ンささささライ 4 シシシ B 二
' ヲツツス画面 しししし フ ョヨヨ
ダスニ・ クク・のリダいいいいぜ.テ lナナ .ナC
ッシススオ ル アイツ Jレル Jレの
l トオ ・4グ童 英英英英ンフエッ 第第第
4 ン ンン ・ ム セ宮ロ日Z室目日主盟目日主盟目日主 .f フノ. 望預書
:プ グンググラ議 ンののののず? 四一一
;ッ短第ヲ 講議 4 とののおおおおイス物讃讃讃み
ク篇四トグ義義フ おお伽伽伽伽ツ新語本本本方 I  ~ 
詩講講講講，，-...1，，-...講童伽伽噺噺噺 解解解解解か
義義義義義登 35義話噺噺冬款墓 標穂穂穆稽ら
設調-定m設定仮 建地@ぜ建定可建定建制定領建暗定培遺定 Z地i~芭港培定地建定設調翌定 遜培定 遺地定
.図式周囲み園 周
六E六一 六廿六二凡十八情八廿ハ廿 八三
側鯛 八側国五十側ia鏡蛸銭.1<<1.六制国十五八御五園十八伽田五十 ド日|陽t回i銀E 側
二回同同同シ鈴小閑花北同同甫宮向山清花山清花
荒部 ョ木泉園野 島国防水国崎水園
イ白重 芳八 ;粂吉 14太義 コ 起余起粂
爵治 、 j，. J 松雲 a 定内 -~I'郎介 - 貞正定貞正定
聖ペ犬英英英和英英英新聞 英英英 4幸町新和英薪英英
i I医喜 ュ詩文 語字英 4英和文作英文
徒、 タ 十 出英 文 語詩詩文ク文文 文文法文
ス誇 舎新の ・ 英法
そ l 郎家誇 讃 ア手口英の新法
文クの 二 とiと撃話聞方文藻藻 I語詩語棋の講
会 仰ヲ懸平そ とのと デ:ののの根の
重きチそ の英 書鑑盤盛ン考考 底底義
き復52 ぉ文史蹟聞き 評代札前かか富輸
て興ス 方方箆ららき郭
l ぉ~翌定科迭雪定まま定 ぉ建2型E建斜空定 路Z量定空
i l 十五固十廿四斜十ー Mー 十二十三 I十宇岡十国宇1pt-|Ai手冨I八l手園 八:l' 










Lめる ~~'~ I ;~;~…のよiこ;以上 ざ考 .r新
abate' 波?る;凪ぐ 三~I atra'sion猿遁傷' ・~~.ザ る慮精一
ab/bess尼院長 ハ -h'~ I aþre~st〆;並行して;並んで多しし周
ab'bey信院 1ι¥t， J， iabddgef短縮する 月二 裁てきふ
ab'bot僑院長 一 7主 ち Iabroad'海外l二;庚く m虫，-TB;総ifif短命 li器 ;選?言語事雑;
abdica'tion譲位;退位 c I ;bï;;~~~ 不在;ヂ噌 をびず誌
abdo'men腹;下腹部 ¥， |abFsent不在の;欠席Lて 包 z、簡三
abduct'誘拐する. !TH 斗absent'.・.ω absentoneself含最に :を
abed'集床i二 V 二 I-~~r~~・..火癒する し遁失ニ
ぬe〈煽加する;敬唆する |abrωlute絶望守的の;純然?こるたにせ讃
abettor場動者;較唆者 ;|ab匂luωy会く;会然 るιず瓦 =
bev'匂匂an悶中叫央;未決 ご:i ._イ|怜aめb加s附 eイF免除する 無て、む
認tzL52弘5 5zp プ|::25eE主主主ぷむら奪ふ類必皐日
abide〆住ふ;滞在する;堪へ I;bぽb'ing吸集する;非常iー の須習
忍ぷ;待つ | 面白い :小の者
abil'ityオ穏;腕前 .~ '~，~:' I abståin' 絶つ;積む ・".~{;:1一癖震の
ab'ject臆いり浅ましい I ab〆stinence禁酒;禁慾 v 典を必骨
a'ble能カあれ出来る な Iaþ'str~~t 抽象的の 「しいf 附要具
a'bly巧みに; t..手に 1 a?sur~: 不合理な;馬鹿々々 ι ・ .. L の Jt:1
abnoピmal異常な;法外な I ab~~，d~tÿ不合理;馬鹿らと;♂ 、結J竺
aboard'結中iこ;汽車i二 ぷ_.I ぃ三 E d冒
abode'住所;住居 ふ |abun'dance深山;豊富 十活 類を捜
部jjV42ソいJZ:区3gジJ?濯茎私h濡零呪古吹マ%為混雪苧宮的町仇ネ?久ι:RJ毛ι-片-1
aOOm'包inable厭な;按慈す laぬbuゼ1ど/、sive馬普の
